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Right to Life
speaks out
Group constructs mock
cemetery on campus
Megan Hetman
Staff Reporter

340 wooden crosses stood
aligned on Keller Commons outside Pacelli Hall last week. They
were placed there to represent the
approximately 34 million fetuses
that were aborted since 1973.
Jan. 22 marked the 25th anniversary of the Supreme Court ruling on Roe vs. Wade, which legalized abortion in the United States.
John Carroll University's Right
to Life Group used the anniversary to draw attention to the abortion issue, constructing a "Ce metery of the Unborn." Each of the
340 crosses in the "cemetery" represented 100,000 abortions which
occured since Roe vs. Wade
ight to Li wanted the cemetery to be a shocking memorial to
the unborn , so other john Carroll
Universitystudentscould visually
interpret the number of lives lost.
President of the Right to Life
groupandjohn Carroll University
junior Pat McGannon said, "Sometimes people don't realize how
common abortion is until they see
something concrete."
Some students, however, felt
that Right to Life went too far.
"They shoved the message
down ~tudents'throats. The whole
thing might begoinga bit too far,"
said student Ryan Matthews.
Several other students on campus also voiced their disapproval
of the cemetery. john Carroll senior Dana Colecchia posted a sign
in the Atrium that shows a ProChoice point of view. The decision
to have an abortion is a private one
that transcends all backgrounds.
Pre-Roe vs. Wade statistics also
show thar barring legal abortions
does not stop a women from hav-

i ng an abortion. Women will end
unwanred pregnancies, and if
abortions are not legal, women
will die, the sign states.
"I saw the graveyard and was
not mad about it, but I felt that it
was too m uch,"Colecchia said. "ln
the four years that l have been here,
there has been nothing said about
the Pro-Choice side of the abortion issue. I felt that something
had to be said for people who do
not agree with Pro-Life beliefs."
Colecchia's sign was approved
by Dean of Studenrs Patrick
Rombalski, as falling under freedom of expression for students, as
determined by the John Carroll

University Handbook .
ot on y is the i t o Lif
group trying to get the a ttention
of john Carroll students, but also
that of politicians in Washington
D.C
Pro-Life activists from around
the country gather in Washington D.Ceach year on the anniversary of Roe vs. Wade to protest the
landmark decision.
Pro-Life activists march from
the Washington Monumentwthe
Supreme Court. The events also
include speakers such as, "Jane
Roe", of Roe vs. Wade, and Norma
McCarvey. McCarvey is now a ProLife activist and speaks out against
the legislation that she helped
cause.
Twenty-nine john Carroll stUdents we re present last >Veek with
an estimated 300,000 other protesters in Washington.
"We wanted to remind people,
especially the representati vesa nd
senators that this is not a dead issue, and people still think of it"
McGannon said.

Chemistry professor awarded grant
Ed Klein
Clare Taft
Assistant News Editors

Michael A. Nichols, john
Carroll University chemistry
professor, has received a $26,500
research grant.
Nichols was recently awarded
the Cottrell ColScience
lege
award; .vhich supports undergrad uateassistamsof research in the fields of astronomy, chemistry and physics at colleges and universities.
This grant is to be applied
"speci fically for undergraduate

research," Nichols said.
Nichols wi 11 apply the grant
to research chemical reagents.
A reagent is a superbase used in
organic synthesis. Superbases
are used in organic syntheses to
produce new organic compounds.
Reagents are used in the commercial production of compounds such as pharmaceuticals, rubber and plastic.
The reaction that occurs between two reagents is what concerns Nichols. Reagents react
when two compounds of equal
amount are mixed,and thepropeniesexhibited by the resulting

see NICHOLS, page 2

Community
Development
Rite Aid and Hollywood
VIdeo opened for the first
time last month at a new
shopping center located
at tbe corner of Cedar and
South Taylor roads In

v r

y

planned to open soon are a
Chinese restaurant , a dry
cleaner and an auto shop.
''This was a revitalization
and redevelopment
project," said University
Heights Mayor Beryl
Rothschlled. ''The
residents In that area
seem very happy with lt."

Student Union approves
recommendation for activity fee
students to pay an extra $50 per year
Ed Klein
Assistant News Editor

The Student Union approved a
proposal for the student activities
fee that would charge stud.ents an
additional $50 a year, then also
began discussing the revised visitation policy in a three hour long
marathon meeting Tuesday.
The stude nt activities fee proposal did not pass without opponents voicing their concerns,
though.
Sophomore Dan Birchock said,
"Srudents who don't participate[ in
activities! shouldn't be expected
to pay." He added, "Fifty dollars
can be a lot of money."
junior Barry MacEntee, vicepresident of the Student Union
countered, "Students voiced that
there was not enough money for
student activities."
Several senators raised concerns over the proposed Budget
Ballot Process, which would alloweach student to allocate nearly
half of their individual contribu-

tion tothreeorganizationsof their
choice.
Freshman Will Parr said, "a lot
of people are apathetic,theywon't
vote."
·
The other issue debated concerned why the proposal is only
asks the University to budget
$40,000, which is $30,000 less
than currently budgeted for student organizations.
lnresponse,SeniorChrisBeato,
president of the Student Union,
said, "We would like to have some
say as to where that money will
go."
The proposa I wi II now be voted
on by the general student body, as
a referendum, in two weeks at the
executive officer elections.
Visitation Policy Revisited
The Student Union also debated a proposal for a revised visitation policy,previouslydealt with
last semester.
junior justin Lauer said, "We
did this because we heard students
voices."

john Dugan,directorof student
issues, described the visitation
policy as a process of maturity." As
you mature, the rules expand as
you expand as a person," he said.
The revised policy asks for 24
hour visitation, seven days a week
in Campion, Hamlin, and Bernet
halls.
The policy also requests 24
hour visitation on weeknights in
Sutowski and Millar.
There is no request for expanded weekend visitation in
Murphy, Pacelli, and Dolan halls.
Senior Meredith Richardson
said, "!like it how it is now."
The presenters of the policy
claimed the support of the Residence Life Department in pursuing an expanded visitation policy.
"We hope to get this on the
agenda for the Board of Trustees;
Dugan said, "But first we have to
get Fr. Shea's approval."
"I was very proud of how well
themeetingwent. There was a lot
of great debate," Beato said.
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News Briefs
New GYN Chnic
The Health Services Department at john Carroll University willo~n a GYN clinic, beginning Feb. 3. Health Services
physician, Dr. Brenda Stringer, will see female students with
gynecological concerns. PAPtestingandbreastexamswill be
offered between 3 and 4:30p.m. on the first Tuesday of each
month. No appointments are necessary:

Volunteers needed for Big Brother
Big Sister program
Projec t Images. a mentoring program designed to match
children with disabilities with a volunteer of similar interests
and preferences, needs adult volunteers, age 19 or older. Once
a match is made,a social worker provides guidance to the pair.
The children are ages 7 to 18. To volunteer as a role model for
a disabled child, call Project Images program director, Sue
Weaver, at the jewish Big Brother Big Sister Association at
937-2807 ext.3l3.

Shula lauds Schell
Don Shula, JCU class of 1951, recently appeared on the
cable televisiOn program, "All Pro Sports All Stars•. He spoke
about beingthewinningestcoachinNational Football League
history, growing up in Painesville, a nd his education at john
Carroll.
"Fr. Schell was one of the greatest teachers of our time, a
man that 1 res~ct very much," $hula said.

SABB Nominations
The Student Union will be accepting nominations to fill
the Student Activities Budget Board for the following term on
Tuesday. The SABB is comprised of five students and three
faculty, starr and/or administrators. Call the Student Union
at 397-4230 with questions.

Student Union Elections
The primary elections for Student Union Executive Offices will be held next Monday and Tuesday from 8 a.m. to 8
p.m. in the Atrium.

- -- ---------------'
NICHOLS
The cartoU News is

currently seeking
students who are
interested in writing

news, entertainment

or features. Call
397-1711 for more

infonnation.

continued from page 1
product a re unlike either reagent.
"No one understa nds how
they work," Nichols sa id.
The Cottrell grant will support Nichols and fo ur st udents,
two eac h fo r the next two summers.
"I think it is a good idea for
students to do research where
they don't know the answer,"
Nichols said.
According to Nichols the
chem is try department h as a
"fai rly active research program."
"Certainly, med ical sc hools
look at what research a student
has done," Nichols said. However, "this is more than somet hing
for a student's resume."
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Cleveland·sjesuit retreat house
celebrates centennial
lila Quinones
Staff Reporter
This year the jesuit Retreat
House of Cleveland will celebrate
100 years of offering a ~aceful
environment to those seeking
prayer and reflection.
"JRH" will have its centennial
celebration in September with an
outdoor mass celebrated by Cleveland Bishop Anthony M. Pilla.
The mass will start a year of
events celebrating the history of
the jesuit retreat movement in
NortheastOhioand looking ahead
tothef utureof the retreat house in
the 21st century.
The future of the retreat house
includes renovations that have already be gu n, according to Fr.
jamesRiley,SJ.,directorof thejRH .
Located on State Road in
Parma, theJRH dates back to 1893
when the jesuits who ran St.
lgnati us College (now St. Ignatius
HighSchoolandjohn Carroll University separate! y)first purchased
the original 20 acres of land on
which it now stands.

Initially the founders of St.
Ignatius College used the land as
a place in the country for teachers
to relax and get away from the
pressures of the city during their
vacations.
By the turn of the century,
however, the jesuits needed a
seminary to house and train
young men who were jo ining
th em from the surround ing territory that was then t he Buffalo
Mission.
The property in Parma proved
to be the perfect setting for the
seminary.
During the next few years. the
jesuits acquired additional land
and the prope rty grew, atone time
even including a farm with all
t~sof far m life .
In 1898, the]RH (then known
as St. Sta nisla us Novitiate) opened
in a two and a half story house.
The first retreat on the property was conducted that same
year. The retreat, led by Fr.
Theodore Van Rossum,SJ., rector
and master of novices at St.

Stan isla us, was thefirstof its kind
in the Northeast Ohio area.
Over the years St. Stanislaus
survived hardships, including a
fire in 1926 and loss of land, to
remain in tact and continue rooffer year-round retreats to over
1,200 men each year.
In 1967, under Fr. Thomas
Gedeon,SJ,St.Stanislaus became
officially known as the jesuit Retreat House.
Today students from high
schools and colleges such as St.
Ignatius High School, Magnificat
High School in Rocky River, St.
John's jesuit High School in Toledo, and Notre Dame Coll ege
make annual four-day retreats at
thejRH.
The retreats given at the JRH
have become a tradition for both
schools and the people in the surroundm g area.
The j esuit Retreat House, said
Fr. Riley, "has provided spiritual
enr ichment for 100 years to generations of people in the community."

Carroll returns crucifixes
to all classrooms
Nicole Jusseaume
Staff Reporter
New crucifixes were placed in
mon
rot! University classroom over the
wimer break.
Prior to the break, some classrooms already had crucifixes, but
many did not. Through years of
rem odeling or repainting, many
of the crosses were taken down
and never repla ced.
University Presi dent Rev. john
J. Shea, SJ gave the authorization
fo r new crosses to be hung in every classroom.
He also requested that any old
crosses be replaced to maintain a
consistency in images.
'It's good to have a symbol of
the Catholic church present in the
classrooms,' said Donald Czapski,
special assistant to the presiden t
The university mission sta te·
ment does not say tha t cruc ifixes
must be present in the classrooms,
but Provost Frederick Travis said,
'It's the kind of th ing you almost
take for granted that will be in a
jesuit university.'

Put
you
.
nave somethtn~ it in
to say·
writing!

jason j. Ashby
Killed by a drwal1 driver
on A ugust 17, 1995
on Route 5 in
Grear Mills, Maryland.

Send letters to the editor and guest conunentaries to The Carroll News at

CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
Letters should not exceed 250 words, and commentaries 500 words. Both
MUST be accompanied by name and phone number for verification. The
arroll News reserves the right to edit letters/commentaries for length and
content. Deadline for entry Is noon each Monday.
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Breaking Boundaries ••
JCU Debate's successful run points them towards Nationals
Meagan Lynch

cember 30 against Baylor
University's top team.
With their busiest mon th of
Regarding their success when
the yea r approaching, the john competing against la rger schools
Carroll Un iversny Debate Team on the national level, Director
is preparing for national to urna- Brent Brossman said, "It was akin
ments at Southern Illinois Uni- to theJCU foot ball ream going out
versityand Northwestern Univer- and beating Notre Dame." He
sity, a nd a regional tournament added , "We have beaten lower
hosted by john Carroll University. teams from the top schools for
This is not to say thattheir past yea rs, but to beat the bestfrom one
months have been anything to of the powerhouses was a rea 1shot
overlook. While most of us were in the arm."
spending the holidays relaxing
Sovacool and Fuchs went 4-4
and sleeping-in, the debate team, at that tournament,a standing that
currently ranked No. 1 in Ohio would have been j CU's best perand No. 36 in th e nation, was hard formance at a national-ca liber
at work winning some national tournament in years. However, the
respect
team of sophomore Katie Lavelle
The com bin ation off reshman and freshman Elizabeth Wiley did
Ben Sovacool and j unior even better, finishing 5-3, a perforSiegmund Fuchs began a wave of mance that earned them a slot in
success with a win at the "Califor- theeliminationrounds. There they
nia Swing" tournament on De- were defeated by a top team from
Managing Editor

"It's a nightmare."
-Anonymous White House staffer
Chris Tye
Gues t Commentary

All classrooms on the John Carroll University campus will now
have a crucifix hanging on it swall.
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In order to truly apprec iate the
severity of what's been going on in
th e Cli nton W hite House recently
we needed to have the Pope in
Cuba. When media watchers saw
a II news anchors revert back to
Washington from Havana the
morning this broke we knew it
was going to be big. By the tim e
th eir newscasts hit the airwaves
twelve hours later it was massive.
We sho uld all take pause and
appreciate th e partial healing of
the press' black eye as seen
throughout th isscan da I. From the
beginning the media should be
appla uded, for better or worse.
Ne wsweeh is being heralded for
hold ing this story for over a year
unril it saw fit to run it, and allow
the proper investigations to take
thei r course.
Since the story broke the me di a, for the most part, seemed to
revert back to the thoughtful, deli bera te reporti ng styles that had
once defined it It seemed as
th ough from "Th e New York
Times" to "Primetime Live" pun d its as well as the members of the
White House PressCorprefrained
from usingaccusatory verbiage in
favor of selecti vewordchoices,a nd
co nfi rmed fact with only tidbi ts
of neccessa ry spec ulation.
Th e media praise is warranted,
but glorifyin g them may be premature. I suspec t that there are
two causes at work here.
First, in the wake of the Ri chard jewel case, the med ia, television especially, realizes that offhand remarks or inappropriate
mferencescan and do prove costly.
jewel settled with NBC News and
the Atlanta journal Constitution
for undisclosed sums, and most bet
the figu res ended up in seven or
eight figures. Funher, ncwsorganizauons in the last week have
seen their ratings escalate, and
they know there is an audience
out there. Why jeOpardize the
credibility of youro~ration when

yo u have a guaranteed thirty percent Nielsen hike anyway.
Second, many of the reporters
at work today have never been exposed to a story of this proportion,
t
ti
r '
.a
familiar with it To a certain extent we are in unchartered waters
and a t the end of the day, solid
news orga nizations realize that
less is more and more may cost.
As far as the game played by
the White House, the team that
produced the Teflon President
seemed to be showing weakness.
The reluctance to take major
PR steps is curious, especially as
theStateof the Union loomed days
away. Most would expect the mind
of DNC strategis t james Carville
to act quickly and nip inde~n
dent prosecutor and Paula jones
ringleadrer Kenneth Starr in the
bud. After all it was Carville who
gave the green light to a 60 minute
interview the night of the Super
Bowl back six years ago mere days
after the Gennifer Flowers press
conference. But now Carville is
holding back his cards.
"T here is going to be a war,"
Ca rville claimed on the Su nday
news magazines, but one must
wonder if he is hoping for more
comparisons to the new film "Wag
the Dog," which finds the President in a similar situation, only to
be revived after a PR masterstroke.
Carv ille may not be that lucky,
recent polls show Clinton's approval rating drop 15 percent since
the allegations went public.
The ultimate question is, does
this impair his ability to govern?
Should he be granted his request
to get back to governing thiscountry? His State of the Union addressed the first balanced budget
in 30 years, child care, medical research, school issues and the future of social security. Do the
American people care more abo ut
the Dow Jones than Paula Jones?
Why not just stick a rubbermaid
can in the oven, that should tell
you if Teflon can melt.

the University of Texas.
The return from Christmas
break didn't stop the team's success. Sovacool and Fuchs competed at Augustana College of lllinois, where standout individual
performances sweetened the third
place team finish . Individual honors went to Sovacool, who finished
fif th,and Fuchs,who finished lOth.
Sovacool and Fuchs conti nued
their wi n ning ways at Miami
University's "Redhawk Classic,"
going undefeated in the preliminaries, a r un that included a win
agains t Miami's top team, currently JCU's biggest rival.
Lavelle and Wiley finished an
impressive 5-1 in the preliminaries, losing only to Louisville's top
team. The duo came back to beat
that team in the semi-finals.
Overall,JCU finished first and
second in the varsity divis ion, with

all four debaters winning individual honors.
Does competing against larger
schools,such as Baylor, Harvard or
t he Universit y of Texas carry the
weight of an intimidation factor?
Despite the reputations of other
schools and the preconceived notions th at may be in the debaters'
heads, Brossman said,"No,notanymore. We used the resources available tous,staned fromscratchand
moved up the ranks."
From a student's ~rspective,
Lavelle said, "Obviously there will
be an mtimidation factor, both
from ~rsonal contact and what I
hear about the school. But it gives
me something to shoot for."
As for the future, the team is
optimistic. Brossman said that
Kelly Young, the assistant debate
director, has been a tremendous
asset to the success of the team.

Brossman also cites the addltlon
of com~titors with high school
eKperience as beneficia I to the
team's ability to be com~titive at
the national level.
The debate team has come a
long way this year. "We're a young
team. Atthebeginningoftheyear,
It was diffi cult to tell what direction the team would take," Young
said, "Fortunately, we've been led
byfreshmenandsophomores,a nd
backed by a junior and a senior."
JCU'snext feat wlll betoqualify
for the National Debate Tournament. Despitet h eyoungcom~ti
tors, Brossman believes they have
a chance to qualify two teamssomething done only once in the
past. With the quality of the teams,
and the amount of new talent that
is arriving, Brossman said,~, would
like that !yearly qualificarion for
the NDT] to become our norm."

Student Union Executive Officer Nominees
for the 1998-1999 school year

President

Kevin Filiatraut, Pat Heublein, Nick Brevetta

Vice President

Meghan Rogers

Secretary:

Courtney Kaezyc. Kate Meacham, Michael Murray

Treasurer.

Tom Cassidy, Oui.s Kerr

Chief Justice:

Kevin Comer, MeJanie Shakerian
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News Briefs
New GYN Clinic
The Health Services Department at john Carroll University will open a GYN clinic, beginning Feb.3. Health Services
physician, Dr. Brenda Stringer, will see female students with
gynecologica lconcerns. PAP testing and breast cxa ms will be
offered between 3 and 4:30p.m. on the first Tuesday of each
month. No appointments are necessary.

Volunteers needed for Big Brother
Big Sister program
Project Images, a mentoring program designed to march
children with disabilities with a volunteer of similar interests
and preferences, needs adult volunteers, age 19 or older. Once
a match is made, asocial worker provides guidance to the pair.
The children are ages 7 to 18. To volunteer as a role model for
a disabled cbild, ca11 Project Images program director, Sue
Weaver, at the Jewish Big Brother Big Sister Association at
937-2807 ext.313.

Shula lauds Schell
Don Shula, JCU class of 1951. recently appeared on the
cable television program, "All Pro Sports All Stars". He spoke
about beingthewinningestcoach in National Football League
history, growing up in Painesville, and his education at john
Carroll.
"Fr. Schell was one of the greatest teachers of our time, a
man that 1respect very much." Shula said.

SABB Nominations
The Student Union will be accepting nominations to fill
the Student Activities Budget Board for the following term on
Tuesday. The SABB is comprised of five stUdents and three
facul!y, staff and/or administrators. Call the Student Union
at 397-4230 with questions.

Student Union Elections
The primary elections for Student Union Executive Offlees wi II be held next Monday and Tuesday from 8 a.m. to 8
p.m. in the Atrium.
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Cleveland·s Jesuit retreat house
celebrates centennial
lila Quinones
Staff Reporter

This year the jesui t Retreat
House of Cleve Ia nd will celebrate
100 years of offering a peaceful
environment to those seeking
prayer and reflection.
"JRH" will have its centennial
celebration in September with an
outdoor mass celebrated by Cleveland Bishop Anthony M. Pilla.
The mass will start a year of
events celebrating the history of
the jesuit retreat movement in
Northeast Ohio and lookingahead
tothef utureof the retreat house in
the 21st century.
The future of the retreat house
includes renovations that have already begun, according to Fr.
JamesRiley,Sj.,directorof thejRH.
Located on State Road in
Parma, theJRH dates back to 1893
when the jesuits who ran S1.
Ignatius College (now Sr. Ignatius
HighSchoolandjohnCarroll University separatel y) first purchased
the original 20 acres of land on
which it now stands.

Initially the founders of St.
Ignatius College used the land as
a place in the country for teachers
to relax and get away from the
pressures of the city during their
vacations.
By the turn of the century,
however, the jesuits needed a
seminary to house and train
young men who were joining
them from the surrounding territory that was then the Buffalo
Mission.
The property in Parma proved
to be the perfect setting for the
seminary.
During the next few years, the
jesuits acquired additional land
and the property grew, atone time
even including a farm with all
types of farm life.
In 1898, thejRH (then known
as St. Stan isla us Novitiate) opened
in a two and a half story house.
The first retreat on the property was conducted that same
year. The retreat, led by Fr.
Theodore VanRossum, Sj., rector
and master of novices at St.

Stanislaus, was the first of its kind
in the Northeast Ohio area.
Over the years St. Stanislaus
survived hardships, including a
fire in l926 and loss of land, to
remain intact and continue rooffer year-round retreats to over
1,200 men each year.
In l967 , under Fr. Thomas
Gedeon,S.j.,St. Stanislaus became
officially known as the jesuit Retreat House.
Today students from high
schools and colleges such as Sr.
Ignatius High School, Magnificat
High School in Rocky River, Sr.
John's jesuit High School in Toledo, and Notre Dame College
make annual four-day retreats at
thejRH.
The retreats given at the JRH
have become a tradition for both
sc hools and the people in the surrounding area.
The jesuit Retreat House, said
Fr. Riley, "has provided spiritual
enrichment for lOO years to generations of people in the community."

Carroll returns crucifixes
to all classrooms
Nicole Jusseaume
Staff Reporter

NICHOLS
The carroll News is

currendy seeking
students who are
interested in writing
news, entertainment

or features. Call
397-1711 for more
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continued from page 1
product are un likeeither reagent.
"No one understands how
they work; Nichols said.
The Cottrell grant will support Nichols and four students,
two each for the ne xt two summers.
"1 think it is a good idea for
students to do research where
they don't know the answer,"
Ni hols said.
According to Nichols the
chemistry departme nt has a
"fairly active research program."
"Certainly, medical schools
look at what research a student
has done," Nichols said. However, "this is more than something
for a student's resume."

New crucifixes were placed in
e
armon
on
roll Um versityclassroom over the
winter break.
Priorro the break, some classrooms already had crucifixes, but
many did not. Through years of
remodeling or repaiming, many
of the crosses were taken down
and never replaced.
University President Rev. john
J. Shea, Sj. gave the authorization
for new crosses to be hung in every classroom.
He also requested that any old
crosses be replaced to maintain a
consistency in images.
'It's good to have a symbol of
the Catholicchurch present in the
classrooms," said Donald Czapski,
special assistant to the president.
The university mission statement does not say that crucifixes
must be present in the classrooms,
but Provost Frederick Travis said,
' It's the kind of thing you almost
take for granted that will be in a
jesuit university."

Put
you
.
nave sornethtn~ it in
to say·
writing!
Send letters to the editor and guest commentaries to The Carroll News at

CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
Letters should not exceed 250 words, and commentaries 500 words. Both
MUST be accompanied by name and phone number for verification. The
arroll News reserves the right to edit letters/commentaries for length and
content. Deadline for entry Is noon each Monday.

All classrooms on the John Carroll University campus will now
have a crucifix hanging on it swall.

jason j. Ashby
Killed by a dru11ll driver
on A t•gu sr 17, 1995
on Roure 5 in
Creal Mills, Maryland
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Breaking Boundaries:
JCU Debate's successful run points them towards Nationals
Meagan Lynch

cern ber 30 against Baylor
University's top team.
With their busiest month of
Regarding their success when
the year approaching, the john competing against larger schools
Carroll University Debate Team on the national level , Director
is preparing for national tourna- Brent Brossman said, "It was akin
ments at Southern Illinois Uni- to theJCU football team going out
versil yand North western Univer- and beating Notre Dame." He
sity, and a regional tournament added , "We have beaten lower
hosted by john Carroll University. teams from the top schools for
This is not to say that their pllst years, but to beat the best from one
months have been anything to of the powerhouses was a real shot
overlook. While most of us were in the arm."
spending the holidays relaxing
Sovacool and Fuchs went 4-4
and sleeping-in, the debate team , at that tournament, a standing that
currently ranked No. 1 in Ohio would have been JCU's best perand No.36in the nation , was hard formance at a national-caliber
at work winning some national tournament in years. However, the
respect.
team of sophomore Katie Lavelle
The combination of freshman and freshman Elizabeth Wiley did
Ben Sovacool and junior even better, finishing 5-3, a perforSiegmun.d Fuchs began a wave of mance that earned them a slot in
success with a win at the "Califor- theeliminationrounds. There they
nia Swing" tournament on De- were defeated by a top team from
Managing Editor

"It's a nightmare."

the University of Texas.
The return from Christmas
break didn't stop the team's success. Sovacool and Fuchs competed at Augustana College of Illinois, where standout individual
performances sweetened the third
place team finish. Individual honors went to Sovacool, who finis hed
fif th,and Fuchs,who finished lOth.
Sovacool and Fuchs continued
their w inning ways at Miami
University's "Redhawk Classic,"
going undefeated in the preliminaries, a run that included a win
against Miami's top team, currently JCU's biggest rival.
lavelle and Wiley finished an
impressive 5-lm the preliminaries, losing only to Louisville's top
team. The duo came back to beat
that team in the semi-finals.
Overali,JCU finished first and
second in thevarsitydivision, with

Brossman also cites the addition
of competitors with high school
experience as beneficial to the
team's ability to be competitive at
the national level.
The debate team has come a
long way this year. "We're a young
team. Atthebeginningoftheyear,
it was difficult to tell what direction the team would take." Young
said, "Fortunately, we've been led
by freshmen and sophomores, and
backed by a junior and a senior."
JCU'snextfeat will betoqualify
for the National Debate Tournament. Despite the young competitors, Brossman believes they have
a chance to qualify two teamssomething done only once in the
past. Withthequalityoftheteams,
and the amount of new talent that
is arriving, Brossman said, "I would
like that [yearly qualification for
the NDTI to become our norm."

Student Union Executive Officer Nominees
for the 1998-1999 school year

President

Kevin Filiatraut, Pat Heublein, Nick Brevetta

Vice President

Meghan Rogers

Secretary:

Courtney Kaezyc, Kate Meacham, Michael Murray

Treasurer:

Tom Cassidy, Chris Ke.rr

Chief Justice:

Kevin Comer, Melanie Shakerian

-Anonymous White House staffer
Chris Tye
you have a guaranteed thirty perGuest Commentary
cent Nielsen hike anyway.
In order to truly appreciate the
Second, many of the reporters
severity of what's beengoingon in at work today have never been exthe Clinton White House recently posed to a story of this proportion,
we needed to have the Pope in -ami
w
£i ar '
Cuba. When media watchers saw familiar with ir. To a cerrain exall news anchors revert back to tent we are in unchartered waters
Washington from Havana the and at the end of the day, solid
morning this broke we knew it news organizations realize that
was going to be big. By the nme less is more and more may cost.
As far as the game played by
their newscasts hit the airwaves
twelve hours later it was massive. the White House , the team that
We should all take pause and produced the Teflon President
app reciate the partial healing of seemed to be showing weakness.
The reluctance to take major
the press ' black eye as seen
throughoutt his scandal. From the PR steps is curious, especially as
beginning the media should be theSta te of the Union loomed days
applauded, for better or worse. away. Most would expect the mind
Newsweek is being heralded for of DNC strategist James Carville
holding this story for over a year to act quickly and nip indepenuntil it saw fit to run it , and allow dent prosecutor and Paula jones
the proper investigations to take ringleadrer Kenneth Starr in the
bud . AfterallitwasCarvillewho
their course.
Since the story broke the me- gave the green light to a 60minute
dia, for 1he most part, seemed to interview the night of the Super
revert back to the thoughtful, de- Bowl back six years ago mere days
liberate reporting styles that had after the Gennifer Flowers press
once defined it. It seemed as conference. But now Carville is
I hough from "The New York
holding back his cards.
"There is going to be a war,"
Times" to "Primetime Live" pun dits as well as the mem hers of the Carville claimed on the Sunday
Wh ire !-louse PressCorpref rained news magazines, but one must
from using accusatory verbiage in wonder if he is hoping for more
favor of selectivewordchoices,and comparisons to the new film "Wag
confirmed fact with only tidbits the Dog," which finds the President in a similar situation, only to
of neccessary speculation.
The media praise is warranted, be revived after aPR masterstroke.
but glorifying them may be pre- Carville may not be that lucky,
mature. I suspect that there are recent polls show Clinton's aptwo causes at work here.
proval ratingdropl5percent since
First, in the wake of the Rich- the allegations went public.
ard jewel case, the media , televiThe ultimate question is, does
sion especially, realizes that off- this impair his ability to govern?
hand remarks or inappropriate Should he be granted his request
mferen es can and do prove cost! y. to get back togoverningthiscounjewel sett led with NBC News and try? His State of the Union adthe Allanta)ournal Constitution dressed thefirst balanced budget
for undisclosed sums,and most bet in 30 years, child care, medical rerhe figures ended up in seven or search, school issues and the fueight figures. Further, newsorga- ture of social security. Do the
mzatwns m the last week have American people care more about
see n their ratings escalate, and the Dow jones than Paula jones?
they know there is an audience Why not just stick a rubbermaid
out there. Why jeopardize the can in the oven, that should tell
credibi lityof youroperation when you if Teflon can melt.

all four debaters winning individual honors.
Does competing against larger
schools, such as Baylor, Harvard or
the University of Texas carry the
weight of an intimidation factor?
Despite the reputations of other
schools and the preconceived notions that may be in the debaters'
heads, Brossmansaid,"No, not anymore. Weusedtheresourcesavailable to us, started fromscratch and
moved up the ranks."
From a student's perspective,
Lavelle said, ' Obviously there will
be an intimidation factor, both
from personal contact and what I
hear about the school. But it gives
me something to shoot for."
As for the future, the team is
optimistic. Brossman said that
Kelly Young, the assistant debate
director, has been a tremendous
asset 10 the success of the team .
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State of the union... state of the presidency

Tensions in Iraq continue
Secretary of State Madeleine A !bright isschedualed to leave for
Europe and the Middle East today. Albright planned to meet
with Russian, French and British foreign diplomats to discuss
the increasing tensions in Iraq. In a further attempt to gain
support for the United States' position in Iraq, U.S. envoy to the
United Nations, Bill Richardson, is traveling to visit other
members of the UN Security Council. As o( early Wednesday
morning, State Department Officials report Albright and
Richardson are not seeking support for the use off orcein lraq.

Bakery calls for Twinkie recall
lntersr..te Bakeries Corp, bakers of the famous Hostess Twinkies,
have issued a recall of products withexpirationdatesbetweenjan.
22 and Feb. 6. Interstate representatives said that the possibility
thatasbestosfi be.rsf rom recently removed insu Iationa t the Schiller
Park, Ul~ bakery may have affected some of the Hostess products.
Consumers can return products with the code "57" printed under
the date for a refund, though bakery officials said the asbestos is
'not generally considered to be an ingestion hazard.'

Researchers link SIDS to caffeine
Researchers in New Zealand may have found a Link between
drinking caffeinated beverages during pregnancy and Sudden
lnfantDeathSyndrome(SIDS). The research team speculated that
mothers who consume greater quantities of coffee, tea and colas
rna y harm their developing fetus' respiratory center. After being
exposed tO caffeine in the womb, newborns are thought to
experience a type of withdrawal, which leaves them more
susceptible to respiratory stress, a common link in many SillS
deaths, according to the researchers. Fun her studies have been
requested to confirm these results.

Blair offers help in Northern Ireland
Tensions increased between various

involved in Nonhern

rema in pa rt of peace efforts. T he Ulster Democratic Party was
expelled from the negotiations Monday because extremist
members took responsibility for the killing of three Catholics.
Blair'sspokemansaid peace in the area is one of Blair's main goals,
as the conflict has claimed 3,200 lives in the past 30 years.

Pope not welcome to visit R~
An official at the Russian Orthodox Church suted that despite
Pope John Paul Irs historical visiuoCuba last week, the pope lsstill
not welcome in post-Soviet Russia. Both former Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev and current Russian President Boris Yeltsin
have invited the pope,but the Orthodox Church has blocked any
visits by the Roman Catholic leader. Father llarion Alleyev, a
liasion between the Russian Orthodox Church and other faiths,
said it was easier for the pope to visit Cuba because the Catholic
Church had never took over churches in Cuba, leading to violence
and an overall rense relaLionsh.ip between the Russian Onhodox
Church and the Vatican.

World Briefswerewmpiled by Sara E. Bu~. World News Editor, with the aid oflntmJet sources.

Cou.EGE m NxGBT - $1 WELL DlUNICS
JCU lADIES' NlGBT - No CovER!
DANCE PARJY! DJ SPINNING THE BEST 80's RrnlO
LIVE BUIES; $2 MUG NIGHT WlTB $1 REFILLS
PHAs Paluiws {21 + GUYS; 19+ LADIES)
HOUSE - UNDERGROUND - JUNGLE - HIP - 1'Jup
AimuwtvE RocK: ONE
H t s .

Sara E. Buss
World News Editor
It must h~ve been a little
strange to be m that room when
the president entered with a 11 of
the pagentry and tradition of the
State of the Umon Address, given
the recent focus on Clinton's
sexual escapades.

Commentary
What were people thinkingwere they thi nkingabout the state
of this country, or were they thinking about the state of the
president's sex life?
Regardless of what people on
the floor of the House of Representatives were thinking, all the
players acted like they were expected to.
Democrats as well as Republicans stood upon Clinton's entrance. Everyoneapplauded,even
cheered, forthe president, who the
country hasonlyseen in brief and
controlled press settings since the
Monica Lewinsky story broke.
Were the Democrats cheering
because they really support
Clinton? Were the Republicans
applauding because this time they
don't have to think of ways to
smear Clinton?
The president certainly looked
better than he has in days, which
isn't to say he looked good. He
stuck to the subjects he was expected to, celebrating the successes of his administration and
the 105th Congress, and outlining
his goals for the upcoming year.
"The state of our union is

strong," Clinton said. "Let us join
together to finish what we have
begun."
Clinton began with celebrating the decreasingdeficit,andcongratulat ing Congress for bipanisan support of the balanced budget bill in 1997. This bipartisan
support was not visible, however,
when he stated that any surplus
in budget would be used to save
Social Security.
"Social Security will be there
when you need it," he told future
generations. Great, if it turns out
to be true, since those W-2s have
been landing in students' mailboxes of late.
Clinton went on to promise
dedication to raises in minimum
wage-couldn't help but notice
howNewtandcompanyremained
glued to their chairs as Gore led
the Democrats in applause.
As Clinton got into his speech,
he almost seemed like his normal
self, discussing his favorite topics
of education, child care, health
care and welfare reform.
He began his extensive wish
list with hope for better student
loans. lf Clinton had his way, col lege loans would be less expensive,and the interest could be taxdeducted. "College will be universal in the 21st century -- it will
change the face and future of
America,' Clinton said.
But will there be jobs for all of
these future college students?
Clinton told the country about
his hopes to shape the global
economy, not shrink it, expanding markets in other countries,
including a few which have some
of the worst human rights abuse

violations in the world.
Promoting stability in these
countries, according to Clinton,
will create jobs for Americans. "It
is the right thing for America and
for a safer world," Clinton said.
Speaking of secur ity issues,
ClintonsaidAmericamuststand
out against extreme nat ionalist
countries. He received applause
from both parties after telling
Saddam Hussein,'Youcannotdefy
the will of the world."
Heevenacknowledgedhiswife,
ever supportive in these times of
crisis, for her role in helping with
the White House Conference on
Child Care. The first lady,
supponively dressed in pink, almost appeared to not want the attent ion-- remember health care?
Speaking of which, Clinton
had an interesting proposal for
what he called a "Consumer's Bill
of Rights."
Included in this was the right
to know all medical options, the
right to choose the best doctor for
the best care, the right for emergency care wherever and whenever needed and the right to keep
medical records confidentiaL
A nice thought, but are the insurance companies really going
to go for this?
The State of the Union is the
most idealistic the country ever
sees the president,andClintonappeared to have answers for all of
the country's problems.
The question now becomes
whether or not Clinton will remain in office to see any of these
idealisticprogramsandlegislation
he proposed on Tuesday passed
through Congress.

Intern
Shane Subler

Laura Tripp and obtained by
Newsweek magazine, Lewinsky
President Clinton continued to reportedly admits to engaging in
defend himself against accusa- oral sex with the president.
tions that he had an inappropriStarr's investigation now foate sexual relationshipwith a then cuses
on
two
primary
21-year-old White House intern, allegations against the president.
Monica Lewinsky.
The first is the veracity of
ABC New~ reported that Clinton'ssworn testimony that he
Clinton, in sworn testimony to did not have a sexual relationship
lawyers representing Paula jones with Lewinsky.
in her sexual harassment case,
The second is whether or not
denied ever having sexual rela- Clinton and his friend, lawyer
tions with Lewinsky.
Vernon jordan, may have advised
Clinton is also accused of en- Lewinsky to lie about the status of
gaging in a cover-up of his alleged their relationship.
affair with Lewinsky.
Lewinsky admits on the tapes
lf it is proven that Clinton had that Jordan encouraged her to lie
an affair with Lewinsky, political about it, according to various meanalysts have publicly stated his dia reports.
job may be threatened because he
On Sunday, ABCNewsreporter
may have committed crimes in- jackie Judd said Starr is now including perjury and the obstruc- vestigating the possibility that
Climon and Lewinsky were distion of justice.
The president broke his silence covered by an unknown person
on the issue Monday morning. "I engaging in an "intimate encounwant tosayone thing to the Ameri- ter," as judd described it.
The FBI searched Lewinsky's
can people. l want you to listen to
me," Clinton stated in a nation- apartment in the Watergate Comwide broadcast. "I did not have plex last week, discovering other
sexual relations with Miss evidence which could become
Lewinsky. I never told anybody to crucial to the case.
Among the seized items was
lie. Notasingletime. Never. These
an article of clothing which
allegations are false."
Lewinsky also denied that she Lewinsky said contains physical
ever had an affair with the presi - evidence of a sexual relationship
dent when questioned under oath betweenthetwo,accordingtoABC
News reports.
by jones' lawyers.
Although Clinton is saying that
The president did not answer
any further questions by the press he did not engage in sexual relations with Lewinsky,his statement
on the issue.
However, Whitewater Inde- may be dependent on his definipendent Counsel Kenneth Starr, tion of a sexual relationship.
In a sworn statement primed
now leading the investigation of
the Lewinsky situation, has ob- in a 1993 Los Angeles Times article,
tained taped conversations in an Arkansas state trooper and a
which Lewinsky reportedly re- former security officer for Clinton
reportedly stated the president
veals otherwise.
In theseconversationstaped by once told him he did not believe
former White House Secretary that oral sex constitutes adultery.
Staff Reporter

The officer stated that Clinton
believed that the Bible was compatible with this view.
Lewinsky reportedly made
similar statements during the
taped conversations with Tripp.
Many members of Clinton's
team publicly discounted the
charges against the president.
"We have seen it through the
four years, tens of millions of public dollars have been spent investigating this president, trying to
find something, anything, that
people can complain about," Ann
Louis, White House Communications Director, said on The Larry
King Show.
In recent interviews, Clinton
associates say they believe
Clinton's innocencewill be proven
if he is given a fair investigation.
Hillary Clinton has been one
of the most active defenders of her
husband's innocence.
She plans to appear on two national television shows this week,
entering her "battle mode," as she
described it.
Mrs. Clinton is taking the same
stance in supporting her husband
as she previously did in other
sexual allegations made against
the president byGennifer Flowers
and Paula jones.
The allegations appear to have
adversely affected the public's
opinion of Mr. Clinton, according
to an ABCpolL
President Clinton's approval
rating has fallen eight to 10 percentage points since the story
broke, ABC News estimated.
Overt wo-thirdsof respondents
to another ABC poll believed that
the accusations against the presi dent are true, and two-thirds of
respondents said Clinton should
resign if it is found that he lied
under oath.
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Hot picks for cold days
Where to go, what to do, and who's the best around town

A

re the winter "blahs" setting in? Getting bored of the same old Carroll parties and social
activities? You've rented all the good movies in the video store, had one too many
snowball fights and visited the Inn Between for a night out to dinner for the last time. Believe it or not,
jCU is located near a great city with lots of stuff to do.
We at the Carroll News help you find
the hot spots of 1998. Seniors Maria
Trivisonno, Stacy Miros, Katie Malcolm
and Javier Reveron,junior Maggie Peters,
sophomore Pat Scanlan and myself present
to you our favorite hot spots to keep the

'blahs'from setting in.
REST AU RANTS
·Stacy: Peking Gourmet Chinese Restau·
rant- Cedar Center. They have great hot
and sour soup and vegetarian dishes. The
atmosphere is cozy and quiet. Maybe a
good place for a date.
·jane: Shuheijapanese Restaurant - Chagrin Boulevard. There is a wide selection
of sushi for raw fish lovers (or daring
people). For those like me who are not so
daring, there area variety of cooked dishes
including king crab legs and stir-fry. The
atmosphere is very traditional, it would
be an interesting place to go for a unique
experience especially if you aren't skilled
with chopsticks.
· Katie: TGI friday's- Mayfield Heights.
There is a wide selection of food and a fun,
upbeat atmosphere.
·Pat Tommy's - Covent ry. Th ey have the
best falafel. There isalsovinegartoputon
your french fries.
PLACES TO SEE A Gooo BAND
· Pat Woll and Pot I fell in love with
Kelsy, the lead singer from Brownie Mary,
there.
·Maggie: The Bop Stop- Coventry. Good,

is to die for.
quality live jazz music for all to enjoy.
COOLEST PLACE TO SHOP
·javier: The Rhythm Room -Sour h Taylor
and Cedar roads. It is a great set-up to see ·Maggie: Beachwood Place - Cedar Road.
It's local, and I'm obsessed with it.
bands.
·jane: Peabody's Down Under- The Flats. ·Stacy: Tower City- Downtown. I like it
There are great bands that play there and around 5 p.m. on weekdays because of the
people it draws in.
you can see many interesting people.
·Stacy: jake's- Fairmount Circle. What ·Jane: Grove City Outlet Mall - Grove
City, Pa. For those with a car. it is only an
can I say- it's stumbling distance.
hour away It has lots of good stores, like
Gooo PLAcE To GET A GREASY LATE
Polo and Nike, that have major discounts.
NIGHT MEAL
·Jane: Mama's Boy- Lee Road. Everyone ·Pat Coventry. Where else can you find a
needs to eat "Fun-in-the-Box' once before five foot cut-out of Princess Lei a?
Maria: Nowhere. I hate shopping.
they leave jCU.
FAVORJTEJCU ACTIVITY
·Maggie: Yours Truly- Chagrin Boulevard. They have the best burgers in Cleve- ·Katie: Homecoming. Because everyone
comes together and has a good time.
land and they are open late.
• Maria: Denny's - Wilson Mills Road. · Maria: Graduation. Because the next
They might not have the best food in the time I do this much work. I want to get
paid for it.
world, but it's open 24 hours.
· Pat Chuck's Diner - Lee Road. They ·Stacy and jane: Springfest/Roses It's the
greatestJCU party held all year and it is a
don't pretend to be nice at 3 a.m.
·Stacy: The Big Egg - West Side. When tradition.
·Javier: Greek Week. My fraternity plays
you want grease, it's worth the trip.
a big role in it and it is a good time.
GREAT JAVA FINDS
·Pat Cafe Adagio- Van Aiken Boulevard. ·Maggie: Christmas Carroll Evening. Such
an overall bonding event.
They roast their own great coffee.
F AVORITE PL A CE 1.0 S T ART 'fH E W E E K·Maggie: Arabica - Fairm ount C i rcle. \
-nvo
~ with tr arid haw ~ h1rd a
·Jane: Tavern Company- Lee Road. There
better cup of coffee.
·jane: Starbucks-CedarRoad. Alllhave are always a ton of people and it gives
everyone something to talk about on Frito say is 'Frappucino!"
·Maria: Coffee and Creations - Brainard day.
and Chagrin roads. They make the world's ·Katie: BW-3- Coventry. Ladies Night!
best iced cafe mocha, and the cheesecake ·Maggie: Urn, Hello, E.R

Lisa M. Foster
Staff Reporter

Although there are high-tech Doppler radar
and satellites orbiting the earth, some people rely
on the groundhog to predict winter weather patterns each year.
This pint-sized Don Webster is groundhog
Punxsutawney Phil, and every year on Feb.
2, the country holds its breath as he
emergesfromhishome. lfPhilsees
his shadow, there will be six more
weeks of winter. But, if Phil
doesn't see his shadow, spring is
on the way
How exactly did Phil get so
famous and what is it about
his legend that attracts national attention? The tale
of Phil's shadow began
in England before the
founding of the Ameri can colonies. The day
was
known
as
"Candlemas Day," and
the animal was a hedgehog, not
a groundhog. The English had a saying for
Candlemas Day: "If Candlemas be fair and bright,
come, winter, and have another flight. If
Candlemas brings clouds and rain, go, winter, and
come not again"
As the English came over to what is now
America and settled in and around Pennsylvania,
they adopted the native groundhog to their
Candlemas Day celebration.
Today, it is Punxsutawney, Pa.'s 'Groundhog
Club" that keeps that legend alive. After a gentleman named Sam Lighttook overthepresidencyof

the club in 1952,theannual hike to Gobbler's Knob
became a very popular event for the media and
people of Punxsutawney. Gobbler's Knob is the
name of the actual place where "Punxsy" Phil resides. Overt he years, Gobbler's Knob has been renovated to accommodate the large crowds which
partake in the annual festivities.
Punxsy Phil has become more famous over the
years. Not only is he broadcast on every
television news program annually, but
he has also drawn the attention of
such celebrities as Bill Murray
and Oprah Winfrey. On Feb. 2,
1992, Bill Murray was working on
the
film

· Stacy: The Gras1ielli Ubrary. It's quiet
because everyone is out and you can get a
computer.
BEST PlACE TO
GET DowN AND Boogie
·Stacy: Have A Nice Day Cafe - The Flats.
J feel like Marcia Brady when I go there.
•Maggie: BarOeveland- The Flats. There
is always a diverse group of people, good
music, and a fun atmosphere.
·Jane: The Basement- The Flats. !love the
music and the way it is set up.
BEST BARGAINS
·Pat Unique Thrift It's by Randall Park
Mall and it has a variety of stuff.
·Stacy: Marc's - CedarCenter. It's a cheap
place to get all the college necessities.
·jane: Payless Shoe Source. You could
pay more, but why?
· Maria: Tuesday Morning - Mayfield
Road. It has novelty items from ceramic
statues todishesand books. If you're looking for a cheap gift, this is the place.

There are tons of other place to go in
Cleveland like Playhouse Square, University Circl e Muse ums and the MetroParh .
Don' t ge t di scouraged wh e n you

h~uY

l hut

pen!ngplace,an t e a wayssomeone
around who knows a cool place togo. 5o the
next time you and your friends thin h the
Inn Bet wan is the social center of ]CU,
think again. Pull out this article, and go
explore.

Interested in writing
features stories?
Call Maria at 1711.

Groundhog's Day,
and he made
an appearance
on
Gobbler 's
Knob with
Phil. In 1995,
Phil and his handler Bill Deeley appeared on the "Oprah Winfrey
Show."
Whether or not Phil is accurate in his
predictionsseems irrelevant.
The media and the town both rely on him and
his shadow every year. Since the first recording in
1887, the groundhog has seen his shadow 88 times,
and not seen it l3 times. No written records exist for
nine of the years.
Last year, Phil did not see his shadow. Perhaps
this year he won't either.
Information for this story was com pi led from the
Official Groundhog's Day website.

IT'S FUN!
IT'S ONLY A FEW HOURS A WEEK!
IT'S GREAT FOR YOUR RESUME!
AND YOU CAN EARN CA$H!
F~..'K

.\k'Kf. 1:-\F-.'. \..','\I.L CHERIE,'\ l
3c7 4-3c~ ~_1 R 'h'r 1~..1 '1-:f. HU\ 1:-\ l HE'-- :'\RR~..'LI.
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State of the union... state of the presidency

Tensions in Iraq continue
Secretary of State Madeleine Albrightisschedualed to leave for
Europe and the Middle East today. Albright planned to meet
with Russian, French and British foreign diplomats to discuss
the increasing tensions in 1raq. 1n a further attempt to gain
support for the United States' position in Iraq, U.S. envoy to the
United Nations, Bill Richardson, is traveling to visit other
members of the UN Security Council. As of early Wednesday
morning, State Department Officials report Albright and
Richardson are not seeking support for the use of force in lraq.

Bakery calls for Twinkie recall
Interstate Bakeries Corp., bakers of the famous Hostess Twinkies,
have issued a recall of products with expiration dates between Jan.
22 and Feb. 6. Interstate representatives said that the possibility
thatasbestosfibersf rom recentl yremoved insulation at the Schiller
Park, lll, bakery may have affected some of the Hostess products.
Consumers can return products with the code '57' printed under
the date for a refund, though bakery officials said the asbestos is
'not generally considered to be an ingestion hazard.'

Researchers link SIDS to caffeine
Researchers in New Zealand may have found a link between
drinking caffeinated beverages during pregnancy and Sudden
Infant DeathSyndrome(SIDS). The research team speculated that
mothers who consume greater quantities of coffee, tea and colas
rna y harm their developing fetus' respiratory cemer. A[ter being
exposed to caffeine in the womb, newborns are thought to
experience a type of withdrawal, which leaves them more
susceptible to respiratory stress, a common link in many SIDS
deaths, according to the researchers. Further studies have been
requested to confirm these results.

Blair offers help in Northern Ireland
Tensions increased between various parties involved in Northern
remain pare of peace efforts. The Ulster Democratic Parry was
expelled from the negotiations Monday because extremist
members [Ook responsibility for the killing of three Catholics
Blair'sspokemansaid peace in the area is one of Blair's main goals,
as the conflict has claimed 3,200lives in the past 30 years.

Pt?Pe not welcome to visit Russia

An official at the Russian Orthodox Church stated that despite
Pope John Paullfs historical visiuoCuba last week, the popeisstill
not welcome in post.·Soviet Russia. Both former Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev and current Russian President Boris Yeltsin
have invited the pope, but the Orthodox Church has blocked any
visits by the Roman Catholic leader. Father llarion Alfeyev, a
liasion between the Russian Orthodox Church and other faiths,
said it was easier for the pope to visit Cuba because the Catholic
Church had nevertookoverchurches inCuba.leadingtoviolence
and an overall tense relationship between the Russian Orthodox
Church and the Vatican

World Briefs were compiled by Sara E. Buss, World News Editor. with the aidoflnternetsources.

C'.owGE mNIGHT - $1 WEIJ. DRINI<S
JCU LADIES' NIGHT - No CovER!
DANCE P.ARlY! DJ

SPINNING THE BEST

80's REtRO

LIVE BIDES; $2 MUG NIGHT WITH $1 REFlLLS

Sara E. Buss
World News Editor
It must have been a little
strange ~o be in that room when
the president entered with all of
the pagentry and tradition of the
State of the Umon Address, given
the recent focus on Clinton's
sexual escapades.

Commentary
What were people thinkingweretheythinkingabout the state
of thiscountry,orwere they thinking about the state of the
president's sex life?
Regardless of what people on
the floor of the House of Representatives were thinki ng, all the
players acted like they were expected to.
Democrats as well as Republicans stood upon Clinton's entrance. Everyoneapplauded,even
cheered, fort he president ,who the
country hasonlyseen in brief and
controlled press settings si nee the
Monica Lewinsky story broke.
Were the Democrats cheering
because they really support
Clinton? Were the Republicans
applauding because this time they
don't have to think of ways to
smear Clinton?
The president certainly looked
better than he has in days, wh ich
isn't to say he looked good. He
stuck to the subjects he was expected to, celebrating the successes of his administration and
the l05th Congress, and outlining
his goals for the upcoming year.
"The state of our union is

strong," Clinton said. "Let us join
together to finish what we have
begun."
Clinton began with celeb ratingthedecreasingdeficit,andcongratulating Congress for bipartisan support of the balanced budget bill in 1997. This bipartisan
support was not visible, however,
when he stated that any surplus
in budget would be used to save
Social Security.
"Social Sec ur ity will be there
when you need it ," he told future
generations. Great, i[ it turns out
to be true, since those W-2s have
been landing in students' mailboxesoflate.
Clinton went on to promise
dedication to raises in minimum
wage-couldn't help but notice
howNewtandcompanyremained
glued to their chairs as Gore led
the Democrats in applause.
As Clinton got into his speech,
he almost seemed like his normal
self, discussing his favorite topics
of education, child care, health
care and welfare reform.
He began his extensive wish
list with hope for better student
loans. If Clinton had his way, college loans would be less expensive,and the interest could be taxdeducted. 'College will beuniversal in the 21st century -- it will
change the face and fu tu re of
America," Clinton said.
But will there be jobs for all of
these future college students?
Clinton told the country about
his hopes to shape the global
economy. not shrink it, expanding markets in other countries,
including a few which have some
of the worst human rights abuse

violations in the vrorld.
Promoting stability in these
counrries according to Clinton
will creal~ jobs for Americans. '1~
is the right thing [or America and
for a safer world," Clinton said.
Speaking of security issues,
Clinton said America must stand
out against extreme nationalist
countries. He received applause
from both parties after telling
Saddam Hus.sein,'Youcannotdefy
the will of the world.'
Heevenacknowledgedhiswife,
ever supportive in these times o[
crisis, [or her role in helping with
the White House Conference on
Child Care . The first lady,
supportively dressed in pink, almost appeared to not want the attention-- remember health care?
Speaking of which, Clinton
had an interesting proposal for
what he called a "Consumer's Bill
of Rights.'
Included in this was the right
to know all medical options, the
right to choose the best doctorfor
the best care, the right for emergency care wherever and whenever needed and the right to keep
medical records confidential.
A nice thought, but are the insurance companies really going
to go for this?
The State of the Union is the
most idealistic the country ever
sees thepresident,andClintonappea red to have answers for all of
the country's problems.
The question now becomes
whether or not Clinton will remain in office to see any o[ these
idealisticprogramsandlegislation
he proposed on Tuesday passed
through Congress.

1ntern
Shane Subler
Staff Reporter

PresidentCiintoncontinued to
defend himself against accusations that he had an inappropriate sexual relationshipwitha then
21-year-old White House intern,
Monica Lewinsky.
ABC New~ reported that
Clinton, in sworn testimony to
lawyers representing Paula Jones
in her sexual harassment case,
denied ever having sexual relations with Lewinsky.
Clinton is also accused of engaging in a cover-up of his alleged
affair with Lewinsky.
[fit is proven that Clinton had
an affair with Lewinsky, political
analysts have publicly stated his
job may be threatened because he
may have committed crimes including perjury and the obstruction of justice.
The president broke his silence
on the issue Monday morning. "I
wanttosayonethingtotheAmerican people. l want you to listen to
me," Clinton stated in a nationwide broadcast. "I did not have
sexual relations with Miss
Lewinsky. I never told anybody to
lie. Notasingletime. Never. These
allegations are false."
Lewinsky also denied that she
ever had an affair with the president when questioned under oath
by Jones' lawyers.
The president did not answer
any f unher questions by the press
on the issue.
However, Whitewater Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr,
now leading the investigation of
the Lewinsky situation, has obtained taped conversations in
which Lewinsky reportedly reveals otherwise.
In theseconversationstaped by
former White House Secretary

Laura Tripp and obtained by
Newsweek magazine, Lewinsky
reportedly admits to engaging in
oral sex with the president.
Starr's investigation now focuses
on
two
primary
allegations against the president.
The first is the veracity of
Clinton's sworn testimony that he
did not have a sexual relationship
with Lewinsky:
The second is whether or not
Clinton and his friend, lawyer
Vernon jordan , may have advised
Lewinsky to lie about thestatusof
their relationship.
Lewinsky admits on the tapes
that Jordan encouraged her to lie
about it, according to various me dia reports.
On Sunday, ABCNewsreporter
Jackie Judd said Starr is now investigating the possibility that
Clinton and Lewinsky were discovered by an unknown person
engaging in an "intimate encounter," as judd described it.
The FBI searched Lewinsky's
apartment in the Watergate Complex last week, discovering other
evidence which could become
crucial to the case.
Among the seized items was
an article of clothing which
Lewinsky said contains physical
evidence of a sexual relationship
between the two, according to ABC
News reports.
AlthoughCiintonissayingthat
he did not engage in sexual relations with Lewinsky, hisstatemem
may be dependent on his definition of a sexual relationship.
In a sworn statement printed
in a 1993 Los Angeles Times article,
an Arkansas state trooper and a
former security officer [or Cl inton
reportedly stated the president
once told him he did not believe
that oral sex constitutes adultery.

The officer stated that Clinton
believed that the Bible was compatible with this view.
Lewinsky reportedly made
similar statements during the
taped conversations with Tripp.
Many members of Clinton's
team publicly discounted the
charges against the president.
"We have seen it through the
four years, tens of millions of public dollars have been spent investigating this president, trying to
find something, anything, that
people can complain about," Ann
Louis. White House Communications Director, said on The Larry

KingShow.
In recent interviews, Clinton
associates say they believe
Climon's innocence will be proven
if he is given a fair investigation.
Hillary Clinton has been one
of the most active defenders of her
husband's innocence.
She plans to appear on two national television shows this week,
entering her "battle mode," as she
described it.
Mrs. Clinton is taking the same
stance in supporting her husband
as she previously did in other
sexual allegations made against
the president by Gennifer Flowers
and Paula Jones.
The allegations appear to have
adversely affected the public's
opinion of Mr. Climon, according
to an ABCpoll.
President Clinton's approval
rating has fallen eight to lO percentage points since the story
broke, ABC News estimated.
Ovenwo-thirdso[ respondents
to another ABC poll believed that
the accusations against the president are true, and two-thirds of
respondents said Clinton should
resign if it is found that he lied
under oath.
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Hot picks for cold days
Where to go, what to do, and who's the best around town

A

re the winter "blahs" setting in? Getting bored of the same old Carroll parties and social
activities? You've rented all the good movies in the video store, had one too many
snowball fights and visited the Inn Between for a night out to dinner for the last time. Believe it or not,
JCU is located near a great city with lots of stuff to do.
We at the Carroll News help you find
the hot spots of 1998. Seniors Maria
Trivisonno. Stacy Miros, Katie Malcolm
and Javier Reveron,j unior Maggie Peters,
sophomore Pat Sea nla nand myself present
to you our favorite hot spots to keep the
'blahs"from setting in.
RESTAURANTS
·Stacy Peking Gourmet Chinese Restaurant- Cedar Center. They have great hot
and sour soup and vegetarian dishes. The
atmosphere is cozy and quiet. Maybe a
good place for a date.
·Jane: Shuheijapanese Restaurant - Chagrin Boulevard. There is a wide selection
of sushi for raw fish lovers (or daring
people). For those like me who are not so
daring,therearea variety of cooked dishes
including king crab legs and stir-fry. The
atmosphere is very traditional, it would
be an interesting place to go for a unique
experience especially if you aren't skilled
with chopsticks.
·Katie: TGI Friday's- Mayfield Heights.
There is a wide selection of food and a fun,
upbeat atmosphere.
·Pat Tommy's - Coventr . They have the
best falafel. There isaiso vinegartop\Jton
your f rene h fries.
PLACES TO SEE A Gooo BAND
· Pat Wolf and Pot. l fell in love with
Kelsy, the lead singer from Brownie Mary,
there.
·Maggie: The Bop Stop- Coventry. Good,

quality live jazz music for all to enjoy.
·Javier: The Rhythm Room -South Taylor
and Cedar roads. It is a great set-up to see
bands.
·Jane: Peabody's Down Under- The Flats.
There are great bands that play there and
you can see many interesting people.
·Stacy Jake's- Fairmount Circle. What
can 1 say- it's stumbling distance.
GooD PLACE TO GET A GREASY LATE
NIGHT MEAL
·Jane: Mama's Boy- Lee Road. Everyone
needs to eat "Fun-in-the-Box" once before
they leaveJCU.
·Maggie: Yours Truly - Chagrin Boulevard. They have the best burgers in Cleveland and they are open late.
· Maria: Denny's - Wilson Mills Road.
They might not have the best food in the
world, but it's open 24 hours.
• Pat: Chuck's Diner - Lee Road. They
don't pretend to be nice at 3 a.m.
·Stacy The Big Egg - West Side. When
you want grease, it's worth the trip.
GREAT jAVA FINDS
·Pat: Cafe Adagio - Van Aiken Boulevard.
They roa st their own great coffee.
·Maggie: Arabica - Fairmount Ci r cte. I
grew"'fip with 1r arid ~law never hld r
better cup of coffee.
·jane: Starbucks- Cedar Road. Alii have
to say is "Frappucino!"
·Maria: Coffee and Creations - Brainard
and Chagrin roads. They make the world's
best iced cafe mocha, and the cheesecake

Lisa M. Foster
Staff Reporter
Although there are high-tech Doppler radar
and satellites orbiting the earth, some people rely
on the groundhog to predict winter weather patterns each year.
This pint-sized Don Webster is groundhog
Punxsutawney Phil, and every yea ron Feb.
2, the country holds its breath as he
emergesfromhishome. IfPhilsees
his shadow, there will be six more
weeks of winter. But, if Phil
doesn't see his shadow, spring is
on the way.
Howexactlydid Phil get so
famous and what is it about
his legend that attracts national attention? The tale
of Phil's shadow began
in England before the
founding of the American colonies. The day
was
known
as
"Candlemas Day," and
the animal was a hedgehog, not
a groundhog. The English had a saying for
Candlemas Day: "I f Candlemas be fair and bright,
come, winter, and have another flight. If
Candlemas bringscloudsand rain, go, winter, and
come not again"
As the English came over tO what is now
America and settled in and around Pennsylvania,
they adopted the native groundhog to their
Candlemas Day celebration.
Today, it is Punxsutawney, Pa.'s 'Groundhog
Club" that keeps that legend alive. After a gentleman named Sam Light took over the presidency of

· Stacy: The Grasselli Ubrary. It's quiet
because everyone is out and you can get a
computer.
BEST PLA CE TO
GET DowN AND Boogie
·Stacy: Have A Nice Day Cafe - The Flats.
l feel like Marcia Brady when I go there.
•.Maggie: BarCieveland - The Flats. There
is always a diverse group of people. good
music, and a fun atmosphere.
·Jane: The Basement- The Flats. I love the
music and the way it is set up.
BEST BARGAINS
·Pat: Unique Thrift It's by Randall Park
Mall and it has a variety of stuff.
·Stacy: Marc's -CedarCenter. It's a cheap
place to get all the college necessities.
·Jane: Payless Shoe Source. You could
pay more, but why?
· Maria: Tuesday Morning - Mayfield
Road. It has novelty items from ceramic
statues todishesand books. If you'relooking for a cheap gift, this is the place.

is to die for.
CooLEST Pi.. ACETo SHOP
·Maggie: Beachwood Place - Cedar Road.
It's local, and I'm obsessed with it.
· Stacy TowerOty- Downtown. !like it
around 5 p.m. on weekdays because of the
people it draws in.
·Jane: Grove Oty Outlet Mall - Grove
City, Pa. For those with a car, it is only an
hour away. It has lots of good stores, like
Polo and Nike, that have major discounts.
·Pat: Coventry. Where else can you find a
five foot cut-out of Princess Leia?
Maria : Nowhere. l hate shopping.
FAVORITEjCU ACTIVITY
·Katie: Homecoming. Because everyone
comes together and has a good time.
· Maria: Graduation. Because the next
time I do this much work, I want to get
paid for iL
·Stacyandjane: Springfest/Roses. It's the
greatestjCU party held all year and it is a
tradition .
·Javier: Greek Week. My fraternity plays
a big role in it and it is a good time.
·Maggie: ChristmasCarroll Evening. Sue h
an overall bonding event.
FAVORIT E PLA CE TO START T II 'E.

the club in 1952, the annual hike to Gobbler's Knob
became a very popular event for the media and
people of Punxsutawney. Gobbler's Knob is the
name of the actual place where "Punxsy" Phil resides. Over the years, Gobbler's Knob has been renovated to accommodate the large crowds which
partake in the annual festivities.
Punxsy Phil has become more famous over the
years. Not only is he broadcast on every
television news program annually, but
he has also drawn the attention of
such celebrities as Bill Murray
and Oprah Winfrey. On Feb. 2,
1992, Bill Murray was working
on
the
film

There are tons of other places 10 go in
Cleveland like Playhouse Square, Uni ver·
sity Circle Museu ms and the Metro Parh .
Don't geuli sc:.ourage d wh e n you h r u.-thu t

W e.••v.-

penlngplace,an

t

e

sa wayuomeone

around who knows a cool place togo. So the
next time you and your friends think the
Inn Between is the social center of )CU.
thinh again. Pull out this article, and go
explore.

Interested in writing
features stories?
Call Maria at 1711.

Groundhog's Day.
and he made
an appearance
on
Gobbler 's
Knob with
Phil. In 1995,
Phil and his handler Bill Deeley a ppeared on the "Oprah Winfrey
Show"
Whether or not Phil is accurate in his
predictionsseems irrelevant.
The media and the town both rely on him and
his shadow every year. Since the first recording in
1887, the groundhog has seen his shadow 88 times,
and not seen it lJ times. No written records exist for
nine of the years.
Last year, Phil did not see his shadow. Perhaps
this year he won't either.
Information for this story was com pi led from the
Official Groundhog's Day website.

IT'S FUN!
IT'S ONLY A FEW HOURS A WEEK!
IT'S GREAT FOR YOUR RESUME!
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by Aaron Baker
W hen asked for his com menr on his band's
new album, Stone Gossard, Pearl Ja m guita rist, said. "It's so rock."
Rock'
Several songs o n this album are not very
"rock," and the album as a whole seems to be
anyth 1ngbut rock . l believe that Gossard was
bei ng a bi t sarcast ic wn h that comm ent, and
my belief was confirmed when I heard Pearl
jam's f1fth release, Yi el d, the foll ow up to the
somewhat lackluste r (as compared to their
other releases) sa les and popularity of No

Code (1996).
An al bum doesn't h ave to be "rock" to be
good, but t he potnt is that many Pearl j am
fans are awaiting a ret urn to the gui tar rock
sou nd of the ba nd's first album , Te n.
Simply put, Yield says, loud and clear, th at
that re turn isn't going to ha ppen a nytime
soon (tf ever). Yi eld is not guitar rock; it is a
creative and experimental work of art. No
Co de didn't sell ma ny albums, and thi s album won't either; for the same reason: art
alone doesn't se ll. Pearl j am says, again , th ey
don't care about sales. Th ts is seen over and
over again th rough t he ir continued refusa l to
use Ticketmaste r, th ei r s hort world to urs and
their boycott of MTV.
There were rumors before the release of
Yield that not onl y would Pearl Jam be do ing
a video of "Given to Fly," the album's first
sin gle, but th at it was already made. T his
rumor was printed as fac t in "Rolling Stone"
magazine. lt is not true. There are no music
video releases for Yield , according to Pearl
j a m manage ment., but th ere is the stro ng pos-

sibili ty of a home
video release.
Yield open s wit h
a loud, a ngr ysong
so und in g
called "Brai n of j,"
originally entitled "Brain of JFK." The reason
fort he reference tot he late Preside nt Ken nedy
is not know n. This song grabs you by the ear
and keeps you hsteni ng for the rest of the
a lbu m, hoping that maybe there wtll be at
least one mo re like it.
But thatdoesn't come until the seventh song,
"Do the Evolutio n," already becoming a favorite
among
m a n y Pearl
jam fans, who
first heard the
song when
Pearl
Jam
opened for the
Rolling Stones
in Oa kland ,
Calif.
Some fa ns
even ventured
tosaythat "Do
the Evolution" is a better song than

"Pearl Jar1 does what

the~

want to.

"Ahve." Pardon the
companson, but
for me, t hat statement is li ke saying
that you'd rat her
drtnk out of a
Dixie cup than from the Holy Grail "Do the
Evolution" is one of the d tsappointmg tracks
on the album. lt 1s remmiscenr of the obnoxious waili ng that was part of the surpnsing
Gram my-w inner "Spin the Black Circle," off
of 1994's Vita logy
Other songs tha t stand out o n Yield includ e "Faithful," "G iven to Fly,"" Ptlate" a nd a
t ra n stt i o n a l
type o f song,
"Whales." On
some of thes e
trac ks, Pearl
Ja m s ta rt s to
sound
l ike
other "a lternative" bands, inc l u din g
So u ndgarde n ,
the Red Hot
Chili Peppers,
and the "Godfather of Grunge,"
Neil Young. I'll

re~ardless

of how

leave it up to the readers to fin d these similarities.
The best songs on t he albu m don't come
unttl tracks ni ne through ll. "Many Fast Cars"
rem mds me somewhat of the h it song "Corduroy" from V1ta logy It's a fast-paced rocker
wtth a pleasant sound
"Low Light," has the same pace as "Off He
Goes"and "Nothingma n."Bastcally, it's a beauttful songand possibly the best on the album
"In Hidmg"sounds like tt'll be t he ha song
from Yield lt has a fast pace. but , like "Many
Fast Cars" it has a very pleasant sound toiL It's
similar to VIta logy's "Betterman" in this way.
Everybody should expect to hear it on commercial radio within the next [our months ..
Yield is a great album and a great accomphshment for Pearl Jam. They answered the
c nt ics a nd slow sa les of No Code with an
album t hat is similar to some of their previous work, whil e at the sa me ume commuing
their evolution 1nto the band that they want
to be. Pearl jam has now told every body tha t
they are going to do what t hey want to do
regardless of how many albums they sell
Will Y1eld sell milh ons of CO's' Tha t depends on a lot of things,in particu la r, how
large their U.S. rour wt ll be (the band tentatively plans to tourth1ssummerl, how mu h
airplay their si ngles get ("Given to Fly," not
exactl y one of rhe best songs on the album, is
very popular) and whethert hey make videos
for MTV or not (they won't).
However, as every popula r musical artt st
in the world will be eagerro tell you,"money
doesn't ma n er."

r1an~ albur~s

the4 sell"
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ENUME It 11(). INCLUDE:S:
$200

a week: xoom, koaxd and l.eadexsbzp mazmm;
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Sebastian Kiely
Staff Re porter

Rose McGowan and Academy Award nominee Peter O'Toole in
"Phantoms"

You MUST BE AVAILABLE
MAY 24- }ULY 10
•E NTHUSIASM IS I1I<E A R1PPIE
EADS."
IN THE
Joanna Going and Ben Affleck in 'Rlantoms"

Do you know the feeling just after
fi n ishing a scary movie when you walk
ou t of the th eater practically shaking?
Trembling from the disturbing scenes
you just witnessed , you walk back to
your car wondering if any of that really
co uld have happened.
Well, if you're looking for that type
of scary movie, "Phantoms"isdefinitely
the one you don't want to waste your
money on. For as much as t his movie
has been hyped up over the past few
months, it was a serious disappointment.
The back stor yline of the film revolves aro und two women,Joanna Goi nga nd Rose McGowan, w ho find themselvesalone in a deserted tow n plagued
wi th g r uesome massacres. After getting help, the cavalry arrives, whic h
includes the town sheriff , Ben Affleck,
and his de put y, Liev Schreiber, with
Academy Award nom inee PeterO"Toole
as the ex pe rt leading the government's
s pe cial forces te a m . Interest i ngly
enough, h is fi rst appearance wasn't
un til the end of the m ovie.
The new p ri nt ads featu ring t he
young s tars look a li ttle too much like
t he "Scream" video cover. Unfon u-

nately, that's the least of the movie's problems. T he movie starts with hardly any
characte rdevelopmem,soyoudon'tcare
about whetherthecharacters live or die.
I didn't care about the characters because fi ve m inutes into the movie, the
two women are immediately brought
into the ac tion.
One positive quality of the movie is
that it keeps you guessing about what
the monster actually is. The rules of any
givensituation in the movie keep changing, and I found myself wondering why
the monster could do something at one
point, when it couldn't five minutes ago,
and soon.
After seeing all the previews for
"Phantoms,"] couldn't help thinking that
t his movie was going to be reminiscent
of "The Blob." The film is not nearly as
scaryas"The Blob," but it hassomefairly
intense scenes.
The effects are good, yet somewhat
limited. For instance, when the monster
finally reveals itself, you see it for abou t
five seconds before it disappears.
My prediction for this movie is that it
too w ill fade into the night like a pha n tom-wit h out a trace.

'Phantoms' was released natio nwide
Fri day, and is curre ntly playi ng at local
theaters.
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by Aaron Baker
When asked for his com menton his band's
new album, Stone Gossa rd, Pearl jam guitarist, said, "It's so rock."
Rock?
Several songs on this album are not very
"rock," and the a] bum as a whole seems to be
anything but rock. I believe that Gossard was
bemga bit sarcastic with that comment, and
my belief was confirmed when I heard Pearl
jam's fifth release, Yield, the follow up to the
somewhat lackluster (as compared to their
other releases) sales and popularit y of No

Code (1996)
An album doesn 't have to be "rock" to be
good, but the point is that many Pearl Jam
fans are awaiting a return to the gui tar rock
sou nd of the band's first album, Ten.
Simply put, Yieldsays,loud and clear, th at
that return isn't going to happen a nytime
soon (i f eve r). Yield is not guitar rock; it is a
creati ve and experi ment al work of art. No
Code did n't sell many albums, a nd this album wo n't either; for the same reason: art
alone doesn't sel l. Pearljam says, agai n, they
don 't care about sales. TillS is seen over and
over again through their continued refusal to
use Ticket master, their short world tours and
their boycott of MTV.
There were rumors before the release of
Yield tha t not only would Pearl jam be doing
a video of "Given to Fly," t he album's first
si.ngle, but that it was already made. This
rumor was printed as fact in "Rolling Stone•
magazine. It is not true. There are no music
video releases for Yield, according tO Pearl
Jam rna nagement., but there is the strong pos-

si bi lity of a home
video release.
Yield opens with
a loud, angrysoundmg
song
called "Brain of J:
originally entitled "Brain of JFK"The reason
forthereferencetothe late President Kennedy
is not known. This song grabs you by the ear
and keeps you listening for the rest of the
album, hoping that maybe there will be at
least one more like it.
But that doesn't come until the seventh song,
"Do the Evolution," already becoming a favorit e
among
m any Pearl
Jam fans, who
first heard the
song when
Pearl
Jam
opened for the
Rolling Stones
in Oakland,
Ca lif.
Some fans
even ventured
tosaythat"Do
t he Evolutio n" is a better song than

"Pearl Jan does what the4 want to.

"Ahve."Pardon the
comparison, but
[or me, that statementishkesaying
that you'd rather
dnnk out o f a
Dtxte cup than from the Holy Grail. "Do the
Evolution" is one o[ the disappointmg tracks
on the album. It is reminiscent oft he obnox
ious waih ng that was parr of 1he surprising
Grammy-winner "Spin the Black Ci rcle," off
of 1994's Vita logy
Other songs that stand out on Yield include "Fai thful," "Given to Fly," "Pilate" and a
transitional
type of song,
"Whales." On
some of th ese
t ra e ks, Pearl
Jam s t ans to
sound
like
ot her "alternative" bands, in cludt ng
Sound garden,
the Red Hot
Chili Peppers,
and the "Godfatherof Grunge,"
Neil Young. I'll

re~ardless

leave it up to the readers to find these similarities.
The best songs on the album don't come
until tracks nine through ll ." Many Fast Cars"
remmds me somewhat of the hit song "Corduroy• from Vita logy It's a fast-paced rocker
with a pleasant sound.
"Low Light," has the same pace as "Off He
Goes· and "Nothingman .• Basically, it's a beaunful song and possibly th e best on 1he album
"In Hidmg'sounds like u'll be the hit song
from Yteld.lt has a fast pace, but, like "Many
Fast Cars" n has a very pleasant sound tott.lt's
Similar to Vilalogys "Beuerman'm this way.
Everybody should expect to hear it on commercial radio withm the next four months ..
Yield is a great a lbum and a great accomplishment for Pearl jam. They answered the
cnttcs and slow sa les of No Code- wi t h an
a lbum that ts similar to some of their previous work, while at the same time continuing
their evolution into the band that they want
to be. Pearl Jam has now told everybody that
they are gomg to do what they want to do
regardless of how many albums they sell.
Will Yield sell millions of CO's? That depends on a lot of thmgs,m particular, how
large their US. tour will be (the band tentatively planstotour this summer), how much
airplay their singles ge t ("Given to Fly," no t
exactly one of the best songs on the album, is
very popular)and whetherthey make vtdeos
for MTV or not (they won't).
However, as every popular mus1cal artist
in the world will be eagerto tell you, "money
doesn't matter."

of how nan4 albuns the4 sell"
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Sebastian Kiely

Rose McGowan and Academy Award nominee Peter O'Toole in
''Phantoms"

You MUST BE AVAILABLE
MAY2"1- - }ULY 10
"ENTHUSIASM IS liKE A. RIPPEE
IN THE WA. TE .. . IT SP EA.DS."
Joama Going and Ben Affleck in "Phantoms•

Staff Reporter
Do you know the feeling just after
finishing a scary movie when you walk
out of the theater practically shaking?
Trembling from the disturbing scenes
you just witnessed. you walk back to
your car wondering if any of thatreally
could have happened.
Well, if you're looking for that type
of scary movie,"Phantoms" isdefinitely
the one you don't want to waste your
money on. For as much as this movie
has been hyped up over the past few
months, it was a serious disappointment.
The back storyline of the film revolves around two women,Joanna Goingand Rose McGowan, who find themsetves a lone in a deserted town plagued
with gruesome massacres. After getting help, the cavalry arrives, which
includes the town sheriff, Ben Affleck,
and his deputy, Liev Schreiber, with
Academy Award nominee Peter O'Toole
as the expert leading the government's
special forces team . Interestingly
enough. his first appearance wasn't
until the end of the movie.
The new print ads featuring the
young stars look a little too much like
the "Scream· video cover. Unfortu-

natelphat's the least of the movie's problems. The movie starts with hardly any
character development, so you don 't care
about whether the characters Hve or die.
I didn't care about the characters because five minutes mto the movie, the
two women are immediately brought
into the action.
One positive quality of the movie is
that it keeps you guessing abo ut what
the monster actually is. The rules of any
given situation in the movie keep changing, and 1found myself wondering why
the monster could do something at one
point, when it couldn't five minutes ago,
and soon.
After seeing all the previews for
"Phantoms,"! couldn't help thinking that
this movie was going to be remi mscent
of "The Blob." T he film is not nearly as
scary as "The Blob," but it hassomefairly
intense scenes.
The effects are good, yet somewhat
limited. For\nstance, when the monster
finally reveals itself, you see it for about
five seconds before it disappears.
My prediction forth is movie is that it
too will fade into the night like a phantom-without a trace.

'Phantoms' was released nation wide
Friday, and is currently playing at local
theaters.
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THE . VERVE'S .SUCCESS IS ANYTHING
BUT "BITTER SWEET"

by Ed Klein
Alan Waldinger

Posh Spice:
The Spice Girls now enjoy a
POSH lifestyle as they
continue to rake in mill ions.

of their
I like movies, and !like the Brinsh. Recemly, I spent an
hour and a half reevaluating that statemem along with
where my life is headed.
In the end, I discovered my life has more substance than
all five of theSpiceGirlscombined,yet I would never regain
the time !lost while watching this movie.
Father, forgive me, for I have seen Spice World.
I actually felt dumber afterwards. Trouble tying my
shoes, forgetting my name and walking around in a daze
were JUSt a sampling oft he ill affects I suffered. The only
way to remedy the loss of my intelligence was to go to my
all of my professors office hours, and hope to soak in some
h r
'n
Yes,from the same 1sland nation tha t brought the world
imperialism, Beowulf and Monty Python, comes this cin ematic venture of unparalleled comedy.
The film drew only two emotions from the boisterous

crowd of five viewing the event: disgust and despair.
Disgust for the obv10usly cruddy, second-rate writing.
The despair was wrought for a number of reasons.
l) The flagrant and shameless mocking of the finer
intricacies of British culture, including the always popular
and humorous attacks on the royal family, and
2) the shallowness of three formerly notable thespians;
George Wendt, Roger Moore and Meat Loaf.
All three have apparently delved to new career slums.
This applies most especially to crowd favorite, Meat Loaf,
who appears as the Girls' loyal and feisty bus driver.
Hope you weren't waitingfortheBatOut of Hell 1ll Tour.
lee
here
An·
\v-wr' ten ·eceof
trash most likely contrived to revolve around th eir songs, if
you call that plot.
The movie took every chance it could to draw men as
fools, and the Girls as your normal salt-of -the-earth bomb-

Staff Reporter
If appearinginaNikecommercial guarantees one's acceptance
into American pop culture, then
The Verve have achieved this distinction with "Bitter Sweet Symphony."
The single has not only gained
critical acceptance, having been
named "So ng of the Year" by RollingStone, but also popular acceptance as it reached number one on
the Billboard Maga~ine Modern
Rock Charts.
One could hard ly argue with
such success, as the song's shambling melody and self -actualized
lyrics make for five minutes of
breathtaking music.

"Bitter Sweet Symphony" and
its accompanying album , Urban
Hymns,sonically light years ahead
of the Verve's early work. Their
first album, released in 1993,found
the band exploring the far reaches
of psychedelica. Unfortunately,
the songs were long on guitar pyrotechnics and short on melody.
Their 1995 effort, A Northern
Soul, showed some growth, but it
was quickly negated by the inner
turmoil within the band. This
conflict eveptually led to an 18 '
month hiatus for the band, allow'
ing for all of the members to heal
mentally and emotionally.
Reconvening in 1997, the band
recorded and released Urban
Hymns to much critical and com-

shells who just wanna have fun. "Blah, blah, blah, Girl
Power," said Geri, a.k.a. Ginger Spice.
The film follows these wacky girls around the week
before their big livegigatAibert's Hall in London. Overt he
course of the movie, the girls laugh, cavort, reminisce, help
deliver a friend 's baby, go clubbing, ponder their future and
get into lots of zany trouble.
Start that laugh track and let the highjinks begin.
I used to like movies, and I used to respect the British for
havingspread their evil empire of traditionalism and punk
rock to every corner of the world. Now I know why their
country is collapsing and their figure head rulers are crumbli.
In th e words of th e pri nci pal from Bi ll y Madison,"we are
all dumber as a result, I award you no points, and may God
have mercy on your souL"
Poor Meat Loa f.

mercialsuccess. It became the second best selling album of the year
in England and is on the verge of
going gold in the U.S.
So what kind of album is Urban Hymns? It serves essentially
as a tour-de-force through British
music over the past thirty years.
A Led Zeppelin grove perme-

I

Joan Kunz
The Carroll News

AmeRican Music AwaRds

What did you think of Super
Bowl Sunday? If you didn't enjoy
the commercials and half-time
show as much as you have in previous years, you're probably in the
majo ri ty.
Alt hough mos t viewers look
forwa rd to the half-t ime show,
w hich is tradi tionally a significant part of the Super Bowl festivi t ies, it was not as well received
as us ual.
Kicking off the most televised

Alan Waldln er

Surprisi ngly, the ubiquitous Puff Daddy
came away empty-handed, losing in four
diffe rent categories.
The live performances also were rath er
Spice world.
di
sappointing,
as many of the artists simThe rest of the evening's winners proved
that R&:B has become the new pop music. ply went through the motions on stage.
From the emNo less than
barrassingl y
11 trophies
lip-sync hed
· Sallh. thl· lont· high light of tht· l'll'lling
were given
rendition of
to
R&:B
t·a nH· 11 hl'll Ton.' Bt·nnl'lt took tht· ,fagt·
"Together
and/or
for tht· Frank Sinatra trihutt· ... ·
Again" by
dance artjanet jackson
ists, includto the clicheing Mariah
20 and Boyz
ridden
histrionics
of
Match
box
Carey, Erykah Badu, Mary J. Blige and
Babyface, who won the "Best R&:B" and It Men, the show's performers failed to provide anything substantial to the viewing
"Pop/Rock Male" awards.

The band also treated the audience to a
pre-taped performance of "Too Much," the
latest single from the commercial failure

audience.
Sadly, the lone h ighlight of the evening
came w hen Tony Bennett took thestagefor
the Fra nk Sinatra tribute midway through
the program. Singing with effortless grave
and conviction, Ben nett single-handed ly
stole the show from such over hyped performers as Carey and Garth Brooks.
The fact that a seventy-year-old man embar rassed an entire group of best-selli ng
artists leads one to wonder about the musical tastes of the youth of America. Have
their ears become so deadened to melody
that they're willing to settle for faceless artists backed by synthetic rhythms? From
the results, it appears that the answer is
"Yes."

sports event of the year was an
outstanding performa nee by
jewel, singing the National Anthem. The t heme for this year's
half -time show was "Motown
Records" with performances by
Boyz II Men, Smokey Robinson,
Queen Latifa, Martha and th e
Vandels and many others.
This years show lacked the attraction that norm ally draws the
attention of the majorit y of viewers. T hough the perfor mances
were well presented, there was
nothing tha' s ign i ficantl yca ugh~
the eye of the people. Viewers ex-

Men

vs. Women:
ranking the ads

The "Dick ana jane, Of OJUCIC tlWtlR.OS

Staff Reporter
The annual riteqf January known as the
American Music Awards took place Monday night in Los Angeles. Lying somewhere
between theabsurdityof theG rammy'sand
the contrived hipness of the MTV Video
Awards, the A MAs exist solely to reward the
musical tastes of thirteen-year-olds across
the nation.
Casting a pall over the evening's ceremony, the Spice Girls proved to be the biggest winners, collecting three awards. They
defeated the likes of U2, The Wallflowers
and jewel m the "Best Pop/Rock Group,"
"Best New Pop/Rock Act" and "Pop/Rock
Album of the Year" categories.

-

The Verve (I tor): Nick McCabe, Simon Jones, Richard Ashcroft, Simon Tong, Peter Salisbury

Carl Schiebel

antlers annually, but
Scary Spice doesn't.

per the overall quality of the album. The Vervearecraftyenough
artists to breathe new life into
what could be tired song structures.
In that respec!, the album is a
success, as tt allows the band to
reinvent themselves and their
music.

•

$1.3 million?! Super Bowl
commercials lacking

. Sporty Spice:
In England, when they say
"football" they mean the
sport "soccer".

ares "The Rolling People," while
"The Drugs Don't Work" is bla tantly Beat lesque. Even the band's
contemporaries like the Stone
Roses and Oasis receive musical
nods in "This Time" and "Lucky
Man ."
Oddly enough, this find-theinfluence approach doesn't ham -

Men's favorite ads:

Women's f ayorite ads:

l) Pepsi, Flying geese

l) Pepsi, Flying Geese

2) Budweiser, Assassi nation
attempt

2) Mcllhenney I abasco,
Mosquito

3) Budweiser, Close Catl

3) Bud Light, Shopping
trip
4) American Express,
jerry Seinfeld

4) Doritos, Womanj1ipsfor

3Ds
5) MCJihenney Tabasco,
Mosquito

5) Budweiser, Close Call

-USA Today

pect to be kept thoroughly entertained during the half-time show,
but this year the performances
were found to be low key and repetitive.
Another major pa rt of Super
Bowl Sundayarethecommercials.
The Budweiser Frogs kept us entertained in a series of commercials that in cluded putting a ferret
up to the job of k nocking off the
frogs by d umping an electrical
Bud weiser sign into t he p ond
where the frogs sat.
Pepsi and Coke r an head to head
as us ual, although PepsiCo appeared to be the top spender with
commercials for Pepsi,Dor ito's and
Pizza Hut. But where was t he Bud
Bowl this yea r?
T he cruise li ne commercials
used the overdonechche that hints
to husbands that they owe a cruise
to thei r wives now th.at football
season is ove r d ue to the common
belief that men do not spend time
wit h their spouses during the season.
Don't get us wrong, t he commercials were fu n ny, bu t for
rough! y l.3 million dollars per 30
secondspot,theyshould have been
absolutely hystericaL
Overall, it wouldn't be fai r to
sayviewerswereexuemelydisappointed with the half-time show
and commercials, but that they
expected a lot morefrom an event
that takes place just once a year.

It's not exactly the Super Bowl,
but advertise with The Carroll News
anyway. At least it won't cost a million.
For special advertising rates,
call3974479.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
--. . . INTO. DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlisbnenl
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limil
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
indefaull
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

791-1365

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:

---
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THE . VERVE'S . SUCCESS IS ANYTHING
BUT "BITTER SWEET"
by Ed Klein

Posh Spice:
The Spice Girls now enjoy a
POSH lifestyle as they
continue to rake in millions.

of their
I hke movies, and I like the British. Recently, I spent an
hour and a half reevaluating that statement along with
where my life is headed.
In the end, !discovered my life has more substance than
all five of theSp1ceGirlscombined. yet I would never regain
the time llost while watching this movie.
Father, forgive m~. for I have seen Spice World.
I actually felt dumber afterwards. Trouble tying my
shoes, forgetting my name and walking around in a daze
were just a samphng of t he ill affects I suffered. The only
way to remedy the loss of my intelligence was to go to my
all of my professors ofHce hours, and hope to soak in some
f"'"i';~~~-

h
In
Yes,( rom the same 1sland nauon that broug ht th e world

imperialism, &owuH and Monty Python, comes this cinematic venture of unparalleled corned y
The film drew only two emotions from the boisterous

crowd of five viewing the event: disgust and despair.
Disgust for the obviously cruddy, second-rate writing.
The despair was wrought for a number of reasons.
1) The flagrant and shameless mocking of the finer
intricacies of British culture,including the always popular
and humorous attacks on the royal family, and
2) the shallowness of three formerly notable thespians;
George Wendt, Roger Moore and Meat Loaf.
All three have apparently delved to new career slums.
This applies most especially to crowd favorite, Meat Loaf,
who appears as the Girls' loyal and feisty bus driver.
Hope you weren't waitingfor the Bat Out of Helllll Tour.
\

w \

T

A t

ll

· ten piece of

trash most like ly contrived to revolve around their songs, if
you call that plot.
The movie took every chance it could to draw men as
fools. and the Girls as yournormal salt-of-the-earth bomb-

Alan Waldln er
Staff Reporter
If appearing in a Nikecommercial guarantees one's acceptance
into American pop culture, then
The Verve have achieved this distinction with "Bitter Sweet Symphony"
The single has not only gained
critical acceptance, having been
named "Song of the Year" by Rolling Stone, but also popular acceptance as it reached numberoneon
the Billboard Maga2;ine Modern
Rock Charts.
One could hardly argue with
such success, as the song's shambling melody and self -actualized
lyrics make for five minutes of
breathtaking music.

"Bitter Sweet Symphony" and
its accompanying album, Urban
Hymns,sonicall y light years ahead
of the Verve's early work. Their
first album ,released in 1993,found
the band exploring the far reaches
of psychedelica. Unfortunately,
the songs were long on guitar pyrotechnics and short on melody.
Their 1995 effort, A Northern
Soul, showed some growth, but it
was quickly negated by the inner
turmoil wuhin the band. This
conflict eventually led to an 18 '
month hiatus for the band, allow~
ing for all of the members to heal
mentally and emotionally.
Reconvening in 1997, the band
recorded and released Urban
Hymnsto much critical and com-

shells who just wanna have fun. "Blah, blah, blah, Girl
Power," said Geri, a.k.a. Ginger Spice.
The film follows these wacky girls around the week
before their big livegigat Albert's Hall in London. Over the
course of the movie, the girls laugh, cavort, reminisce, help
deliver a friend's baby,goclubbing, ponder their future and
get into lots of zany trouble.
Start that laugh track and let the highjinks begin.
I used to like movies, and I used to respect the British for
having spread their evil empire of traditionalism and punk
rock to every corner of the world. Now l know why their
country is collapsing and their figure head rulers are crumbli .
In the wordsof the pri ncipal from Bil ly Madison,"weare
all dumber as a result, !award you no points, and may God
have mercy on your souL"
Poor Meat Loa f.

mercialsuccess. It became the second best selling album of the year
in Engl and and is on the verge of
going gold in the U.S
So what kind of album is Urban Hymns? It serves essentially
as a tour-de-force through British
music over the past thirty years.
A Led Zeppelin grove perme-

The Verve (I tor): Nick McCabe, Simon Jones, Richard Ashcroft. Simon Tong, Peter Salisbury

Joan Kunz
Carl Schiebel
The Carroll News

antlers annually, but
Scary Spice doesn't.

AmeRican Music AwaR.as

What did you think of Super
Bowl Sunday? If you didn't enjoy
the commercials and half-time
show as much as you have in previous years, you're probably in the
majority.
Although most viewers look
forward to the half -time show,
which is traditionally a significant part of the Super Bowl festivities, it was not as well received
as usual.
Kicking off the most televised

Men

The "Dick ano jane" Of OJUCIC llWilROS
Alan Waldinger
Staff Reporter

The annual riteqf january known as the
American Music Awards took place Monday night in Los Angeles. Lying somewhere
between the absurdityof theGrammy'sand
the contrived hipness of the MTV Video
Awards, I he AMAsexist solely to reward the
musical tastes of thmeen-year-olds across
the nation.
Casting a pall over the evemng's ceremony, the Spice Girls proved to be the biggest winners,collecting three awards. They
defeated the likes o[ U2, The Wallflowers
and Jewel in the "Best Pop/Rock Group,"
"Best New Pop/Rock Act" and "Pop/Rock
Album of the Year' categories.

Surprisingly, the ubiquitous PuffDaddy
The band also treated the audience to a
pre-raped performance of "Too Much," the came away empty-handed, losing in four
latest single from the commercial fa ilure different categories.
The live performances also were rather
Spice world.
disappointing,
as many of the artists simThe rest of the evening's winners proved
that R&B has become the new pop music. ply went through the motions on stage.
From the emNo less than
barrassingly
ll trophies
lip-synched
Sadl~. tln·lolll' hi;,:hli;.!hl of lhl· l'H·ning
were given
rend it ion
R&B
to
Llllll' "hl·JI Ton~ lll'Hnl'lt look lhl· ''":.!l'
"Together
and/or
for tht· l·•·ank Siuatr.1 triilull- .....
Again" by
dance artjanet jackson
ists, includto the clicheing Mariah
ridden
hisuionicsofMatchbox
20and Boyz
Carey, Erykah Badu, Mary J Blige and
Babyface, who won the "&st R&B" and II Men, the show's performers failed to provide anything substantial to the viewing
"Pop/Rock Male" awards.

or

audience.
Sadly, the lone highlight of the evening
came when Tony &nnett took the stage for
the Frank Sinatra tribute midway through
the program. Singing with effortless grave
and conviction, Bennett single-handedly
stole the show from such over hyped performers as Carey and Garth Brooks.
The fact that a seventy-year-old man embarrassed an entire group of best-selling
art ists leads one to wonder about the musical tastes of the youth of America. Have
their ears become so deadened to melody
that they're willing to settle for faceless artists backed by synthetic rhythms? From
the results, it appears that the answer is
"Yes."

per the overall quality of the album. The Vervearecraftyenough
artists tO breathe new life into
what could be tired song structures.
In that respect, the album is a
success, as it allows the band to
reinvent themselves and their
music

•

$1.3 million?! Super Bowl
commercials lacking

. Sporty Spice:
In England, when they say
"football" they mean the
sport "soccer".

ares "The Rolling People," while
"The Drugs Don't Work" is blatantly Beatlesque. Even the band's
contemporaries like the Stone
Roses and Oasis receive musical
nods in "This Time" and "Lucky
Man."
Oddly enough, this find -theinfluence approach doesn't ham-

vs.

sports event of the year was an
outstanding performance by
jewel, singing the National Anthem. The theme for this year's
half -time show was "Motown
Records" with performances by
Boyz II Men, Smokey Robinson,
Queen Latifa, Martha and the
Vandels and many others.
This years show lacked the attraction that normally draws the
attention of the majority of viewers. Though the performances
were well prese nted, there was
nothing thaHignificantly ca ugh!
the eye of the people. Viewers ex-

Women:

ranking the ads
Men's favorite ads:

Women's favorite ads:

l) Pepsi, Flying geese

l) Pepsi, Flying Geese

2) Budweiser, Assassination
attempt

2) Mcllhenney Tabasco,

3) Budweiser, Close Call

3) Bud Light, Shopping
trip
4) American Express,

4)Doritos, Womanflipsfor

3Ds
5) MCI!henney Tabasco,

Mosquito

jerry Seinfeld
5) Budweiser, Close Call

Mosquito
-USA Today

peer to be kept thoroughly entertained during the half-time show,
but this year the performances
were found to be low key and repetitive.
Another major part of Super
Bowl Sundayare the commercials.
The Budweiser Frogs kept us entertained in a series of commercials that included puninga ferret
up to the job of knocking off the
frogs by dumping an electrical
Budweiser sign into the pond
where the frogs sat.
Pepsi and Coke ran head to head
as usual, although PepsiCo appeared to be the top spender with
commercials for Pepsi,Dorito'sand
Pizza Hut. But where was the Bud
Bowl this year?
The cruise line commercials
used the overdone cliche that hints
to husbands that they owe a cruise
to their wives now th,at football
season is over due to the common
belief that men do not spend time
with their spouses during the season.
Don't get us wrong, the commercials were funny, but for
rough 1y 1.3 mill ion dollars per 30
secondspot,theyshouldhavebeen
absolutely hystericaL
Overall. it wouldn't be fair to
say viewers wereexrremelydisappointed with the half-time show
and commercials, but that they
expected a lot more from an event
that takes place just once a year.

It's not exactly the Super Bowl,
but advertise with The Carroll News
anyway. At least it won't cost a million.
For special advertising rates,
call3974479.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
BE GRADUATING
. SENIORS
- . . WILL
INTO.DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,

up to a $65,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one ofthe many benefits
you1J earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

791-1365

ARMY. BEwww.goall'l1y.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:

--.
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Men·s basketball savors home cookin·
JCU runs consecutive winning streak at home to 12 with two victories
Matt Rayl
Staff Reporter

After losing five out of seven
games in the past month and a
half , and wi th a showdown w ith
Ohio Athletic Conference leader
Ohio Northern University upcoming, the john Carroll University
men's basketball team found itself in desperate need or a win ning streak.
That wasexactly what the Blue
Streaks accomplished last week
with two conferencevictoriesover
Muskingum, 70-67, and BaldwmWal\ace, 84-73, at the Don Shula
Sports Center. JCU (ll-5, 7-3 OAC)
extended its home winningstreak
to 12 consecutive games, dating
back to last season. But by no
means were the twovictorieseasy
to come by.
The Blue St reaks needed a little
bit of luck to beat Muskingum on
Saturday. In a game that saw the
two teams battle back and forth
on each possession, it was only
appropriate that the outcome
would not be decided umil the final buzzer.
Following the unsuccessful
frant end of a one-and-one by JCU
JUnior Mark Heidorf, the Blue
Streaks held a 70-67 lead.
Muskingum's Chad Oliver put a
scare into the home crowd as his
off -balance three-point attempt
ricocheted off the backboard and
rimm ed out at the buzzer.
"You'd like to say there was
some kind of a momentum swing
out thet but there wasn't,• JCU
. a .• e ~
face it, 11 was a ques uon of w ho
was holding the ball when the
clock ran out.

"I can't remember ever being
involved in a game that seemed
that tight for the whole game. lt
seems like every shot was a meaningful shot ... everything was very
important."
Moran and his squad probably
had a case of d eja vu in the final
second s of regulation . Only two
weeks before, senior Ryan Eskridge
missed a last second jumper in a
69-68 loss to the Muskies. JCU
also lost toMuskingum on a threepointer two years ago in the OAC
Tournament.
junior Dan Coxon almost
single-handedlywon thegamefor
JCU. His driving lay-up with 50
seconds remaining putjCU ahead
66-65, their first lead since the 8:12
mark of the second halL jCU
scored on! y one basket in one sixminute stretch after halft ime.
"l was just trying to create,"
Coxon said. "I went to the hole
hoping to score, but if not, maybe
lcould dish itoutandget a bucket
since time was runningouton us."
On Muskingum'sensuingpossession, Coxon almost stole the
ball before eventually getting the
defensive rebound. He buried four
free throws in the finall9.4 seconds to ensure the victory. He finished with 13 points, while
Heidorf and senior Artie Taylor
ledjCU with 17 points each.
JCU defeated BW for the seventh stra1ght time last Wednesday. Leading 35-34 at halftime,
JCU turned to its Long-distance

shooters to gain some breathing
room agains
e e
ac e
Eskridge and jun ior Geoff Byrne
twice buried back-to-back three
pointers in the second half. Byrne

ledJCU in scormg with 18 points.
"I've been struggling lately,and
it felt good tonight to sort of get
into a rhythm ," Byrne said following the game. "You always want to
do well , es pecially during big
games."
The BlueStreakscould have put
the game out of reach m the first
half, but poor execution and a
most! y ineffective peri meter game
kept things interestmg. JCU was
unable to capitalize on BWs 2-3
matchup zone defense, connecting on only 3 of l2 shots from behind the three-point arc.
"They're a good team," Byrne
said. "When you play good teams,
especially in a rivalry-type situation, there's a lot of intensity and
adrenaline which can often lead
to a lot of missed shots.
"l think that was basically our
main problem - we were m issing
a lot of open shots. In the second
half, ! think we settled in and began to run more of our plays, and
the shots started to fall."
The first half was played at a
frenetic pace, causing mistakes on
both sides. JCU committed 12
turnovers, while BW gave the ball
away ll times. The overall team
quickness of the Yellow jackets
definitely had something to do
withjCU's uncharacteristic high
number of turnovers.
"We really didn't try to make
too many adjustments [at halftimel," Moran said. "We didn't
handle the ball real well. A lot of
ow twnovers were sell-inflicted.
me
er rna
sions and weren't stepping to the
balL"
JCU looked to end a five-game

road losm g streak last night at
Capital. JCU will return home on
Saturday to take on Ohio Northern, which currently leads the

OAC jCU hopes to avenge an 85791oss to the Polar Bearsonjan.l7 .
JCU will then travel to Berea on
Wednesday to face BW

'
Blue Streaks Geoff Byrne, Mark Heidorf and Rico Pietro (left to
right) fight to hold off four Muskingum players during Saturday's
70-67 victory.

SPORTS FLASHES
OUT OF THE GATES -ln interim coach Dick Mann's debut,
the JCU men's track team had some strong individual performances in Friday's non-scored meet at the Baldwin-Wallace
Open. Junior SteveSpenthoff took second in the men's 300meter
dash, finishing ahead or several OAC and Division I runners. In
his first collegiate action , freshman Mark Bittenbender finished
second in the triple jump. Senior Matt Lemieux picked up where
he Ide off last year, taking fourth in the pole vault. . . . The
women's team saw good meets by 1ts cross-country holdovers,
Debbie Pagano and Molly Lynch. Pagano was fourth in the 1,500
meter, while Lynch was close behind for fifth. Lynch also placed
sixth in the 1,000 meter. junior Kelly Barascz was fourth in the
shot put event.

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEw.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for
this job. I'm sure my college degree
and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management
experience 1 got through Army
ROTC that won them over. Army

i

ROTC taught me responsibility selfdiscipline and leadership. Those are
things you just can't learn from a
textbook. I don't know where I'd be
right now if I hadn't enrolled in
Army ROTC, but I do know one
thing for sure .. _J wouldn't be here.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMAilTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CD 1UE
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call
397-4421

DEFENDING THEIR CROWN - Coming off of last week's
strong third-place showing at the Division Ill National Duals, the
JCU wrestling team will head to the OAC Dual Meet Championship tomorrow and Saturday in Bexley, Ohio. The Blue Streaks
won the event last year, and own six of the last eight titles. JCU is
currently ranked fifth in the latest Adidas-Brure Division lll
Wrestling Coaches Poll. . . . Two wrestlers are ranked second
nationally in their respectiveweightclasses:seniorChrisRoman,
8-2at 142 pounds, and juniorjustinKerr,l7-lat 167 pounds. Both
own the best record in the OAC for their weight classes, as do
senior Nate Samblanet 04-4) at 150 pounds and junior Rich
Eslich (12-2) at heavyweight.
RULING THEOAC- The jCU men's basketball team is 38-6 at
home in the last fi ve years, including only oneloss in the pasttwo
seasons (to Maune Union, 89-83, in overtime on Dec.l4,1996 )..
. In add it ion to the squad's third place standing overali,JCU has
a number of individual statistical leaders in the OAC, through
Tuesday. junior Mark Heidorf leads the conference in three-point
shooting at 51.6 percent. He is also third in scoring07.6 ppg) and
third in fieldgoalshooting(.584} ... Senior Michael Pap leads the
OAC in free throw shooting at 89.7 percent, and is l Oth in assists
with 3.8 per game.... Senior Artie Taylor is fourth in rebounding
with 8.4 per game and fifth in field goal percentage (.561) .... On
the women's side, senior Christine Marrapese is third in the
conference with 2.6steals per game.... SeniorMollyBrenlove is
second in blocks per game (1.1).
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Travelin• Man
"I've had a long, strange college -trip I would say"
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor
Geoff Byrne sat across a table, looking
down and pondering the answer to the
question. Then he suddenly looked up.
Slowly, he responded, "I've had a long,
strange college trip I would say."
To say the least. He came to jCU via
Santa Clara University in California via
Kent State. The past four >'ears certainly
have been a wild ride with a few bumps
along the way, but hefinall yseems to have
found a home in University Heights.
At Stow High School, Byrne wasn't a
major Division l prospect, but he was a
Division I prospect nonetheless , recruited
by Mid-American Conference (MAC) and
Ivy League schools, among others. Ultimate! y, he chose Kent, a MAC school.
As a freshman, he played in all 27
games, starting five, averaged more than
20 minutes and 7.4 points per game, and
led Kent with 44 three-pointers. But after
one season he quit the team .
"I didn 'tgetalong with mycoach[Dave
Grube, who has since been replaced!, but
that's not something we really need to get
in to," he said. "And l also had a very bad
back. I was beginning to break down
physically to the point where I couldn't
play for a full year in Division I anymore."
Byrne remained at Kent for the first
semester of his sophomore year, but admitted to never feeling comfortable at the
school after quitting the team.
"At Kent, everybody understood what
was happening, but I'd go to class and
then I'd have to explain it," he said. 'So it
was probably better to get a fresh start."
Byrne felt in some ways he had made a
mistake going to chool so do to om .
So he decided "all right, I made this mistake staying too close, well the hell with
that,l'm just going to go absolutely as far
away as l can. And so Santa Clara was
about as far away as l could get and still be
in the United States."
At Santa Clara, though, he never joined
the basketball team because his back was
never able to bef ull y rehabilitated . Byrne,
however, c herishes the experience.

Geoff Byrne (44), pictured during a recent game, has had an interesting four
years of college.
"That was one of the best experiences
of my life," he said.
Bu t the desi re to resum e playmgcom.l

program. We were losing a lot of players. 1
told him he would help us out a lot."
Byrne, 21, eventua ll y decided to trans-

blll:oii,<;;UMU

after three semesters at Santa Clara. But
he knew he could not play at the Division
lie vel because of his ph ysicalstat us. So he
looked intojCU.
Senior Ryan Eskridge, a longtimef riend
of Byrne, called him in California after
hearing rumors concerning his interest in
]CU. "He was pretty much sold on getting
back into the area," Eskridge said. "He
wanted to play again. ltold him about the

would play basketball, despite a fragile
physical state.
"A huge difference between Division
Ill and Division I is in Division lessentially they're paying you to play with a
scholarship, and if you can walk, you
should play,"hesaid. "Whereas here they're
much moresympatheticand understanding because we're doing this because we
want to, not because they're giving us any-

thing.
'Athletically, I'm not anywhere near
where I used to be. But I can still play some
and I still hope I can contribute.·
The6-foot-6inchjunior began the season with a bang After four games he was
shooting 47 percent from the floor (17 of
36), and 52 percent from three-point range
(12 of 23) But once the Ohio Athletic
Conference schedule began, Byrne went
into a shooting slump. He was removed
from thestarti ng lineupduring the team's
trip to San Diego overwinter break, as his
shooting percent dropped to less than 40
percent. Byrne was not caught off guard
by the developments, though .
"After a two year layoff, I think I expected it more than everybody else that I
maybe I would struggle," said Byrne, who
ts averaging nine pomts per game.
jCU head coach Mike Moran agreed. "l
don't care who you are. He didn't play for
a year. He might have went to some open
gyms, but there's a big difference bet ween
rhat and going day in and day out "
Byrne started to break out of the funk
as he returned to the starting lineup for
last week's game with Baldwin-Wallace
and scored 18 points, connecting on 7 of
12 shots, including 4 of 8 three-poimers.
"l feel like now I'm starting to get into a
rhythm and playing more like a basketball player rather than jusr a guy who's
going to run around and shoot threes," he
said.
Byrne admitted his move to Division
Ill has taken off a lot of the edge that he
dtsplayed just a few years ago.
"When l came our of high school , ! was
intense: said 'Byrn , a communications
.~...;j.~~""'i11
through this wa or
gonna e trYfng.'
Now I'm doing this for enjoyment.
"It ain't life or death, no matter what,"
he continued. "All of a sudden, I'm noc
playing D land I'm like 'Oh my God.' And
like your parents a! ways tell you, the sun
came up again. Every day it seems to
come up."
And it doesn't matter if it~ California
or Cleveland.
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Senior, Basketball
Dumped in 33 points,
along with 16 rebounds
and four steals, in two
JCU wins last week .
season,

is

ranked among the top
in

the

OAC in

rebounds, blocks, and
field goal percentage.
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Junior, Swimming
Finished supe rb week
going a perfect six-forsix in his races.

In

JCU's three meets last
week , won

the
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Men·s basketball savors home cookin•

Travelin• Man

JCU runs consecutive winning streak at home to 12 with two victories
Matt Rayl

"l can't remember ever being
Staff Reporter
involved in a game that seemed
After losing five out of seven that tight for the whole game. It
games in the past month and a seems like every shot was a mean half, and with a showdown with ingful shot ... everything was very
Ohio Athletic Conference leader important."
Ohio Northern University upcomMoran and his squad probably
ing, the john Carroll University had a case of deja vu in the final
men's basketball team found it- seconds of regulation. Only two
self in desperate need of a win- weeks before, senior Ryan Eskridge
ning streak.
missed a last second jumper in a
That was exactly what the Blue 69-68 loss to the Muskies. JCU
Streaks accomplished last week also lost toMuskingum on a threewith two conference victonesover pointer two years ago in the OAC
Muskingum, 70-67, and Baldwm- Tournament.
Wallace, 84-73, at the Don Shula
junior Dan Coxon almost
Sports Center. jCU(ll-5, 7-30AC) single-handedlywonthegamefor
extended 1ts home win ningstreak ]CU. His driving lay-up with 50
to 12 consecutive games, dating seconds remaining putjCU ahead
back to last season. But by no 66-65, their first lead since the 8:12
means were the two victories easy mark of the second half. JCU
to come by.
scored only one basket in one sixThe Blue Streaks needed ali ttle minute stretch after halftime.
bit of luck to beat Muskingum on
"l was just trying to create,"
Saturday. In a game that saw the Coxon said. "I went to the hole
two teams battle back and forth hoping to score, but if not, maybe
on each possession, it was only !could dish it out and get a bucket
appropriate that the outcome since time was running out on us."
On Muskingum's ensuing poswould not be decided until the fisession, Coxon almost stole the
nal buzzer.
Following the unsuccessful ball before eventually getting the
front end of a one-and-one by JCU defensive rebound . He buried four
junior Mark Heidorf, the Blue free throws in the final19.4 secStreaks held a 70-67 lead . onds to ensure the vicwry. He finMuskmgum's Chad Oliver put a ished with 13 points, while
scare into the home crowd as his Heidorf and senior Artie Taylor
off-balance three-point attempt ledjCU with 17 points each.
ricocheted off the backboard and
JCU defeated BW for the seventh straight time last Wednesrimmed out at the buzzer.
"You'd like to say there was day. Leading 35-34 at halftime,
some kind of a momemum swing jCU wrned to its long-distance
out mer but t..bexe wasn't," JCU shooters to gain some breathin&
e e
ac e
room aga ns
•
"'
. et"'
face It, it was a qucsuon of who Eskridge and junior Geoff Byrne
was holding the ball when the twice buried back-to-hack three
clock ran out.
pointers in the second half. Byrne

ledjCU in scoring with 18 points.
"I've been struggling lately,and
it felt good tonight to son of get
into a rhythm," Byrne said following the game. "You always want to
do well, especially during big
games."
The Blue Streaks could have put
the game out of reach in the first
half, but poor execution and a
most! y ineffective perimeter game
kept things interesting. JCU was
unable to capitalize on BW's 2-3
matchup zone defense, connecting on only 3 of 12 shots from behind the three-point arc.
"T hey're a good team," Byrne
said. "When you play good teams,
especially in a rivalry-type situation, there's a lot of intensity and
adrenaline which can often lead
to a lot of missed shots.
"!think that was basically our
main problem - we were missing
a lot of open shots. In the second
half, I think we settled in and began to run more of our plays, and
the shots started w fall."
The first half was played at a
frenetic pace,causi ng mistakes on
both sides. jCU committed 12
turnovers, while BW gave the ball
away ll times. The overall team
quickness of the Yellow jackets
definitely had something to do
with jCU's uncharacteristic high
number of turnovers.
"We really didn't try to make
too many adjustments [at halftime]," Moran said. "We didn't
handle the ball real well. A lot of
our turnovers were self-inflicted.
me
r a
tsions and weren 't stepping to the
ball."
jCU looked to end a five-game

road losing sneak last night at
Capital. jCU will return home on
Saturday to take on Ohio Northern, which currently leads the

OAC JCU hopes to avenge an 8579loss to the Polar Bearsonjan.17.
JCU will then travel to Berea on
Wednesday to face BW

Blue Streaks Geoff Byrne, Mark Heidorf and Rico Pietro (left to
right) fight to hold off four Muskingum players during Saturday's
70-67 victory.

SPORTS FLASHES
OUT OF THE GATES -In interim coach Dick Mann's debut,
the JCU men's track team had some strong individual performances in Friday's non-scored meet at the Baldwin-Wallace
Open. junior Steve Spenthoff took second in the men's 300 meter
dash, fini shing ahead of several OAC and Division l runners. In
his first collegiate action, freshma n Mark Bittenbender finished
second in the triple jump. Senior Matt Lemieux picked up where
he left off last year, taking fourth in the pole vault. ... The
women's team saw good meets by its cross-country holdovers,
Debbie Pagano and Molly Lynch . Pagano was fourth in the 1,500
meter, while Lynch was close behind for fifth. Lynch also placed
sixth in the 1,000 meter. junior Kelly Barascz was fourth in the
shot put event.

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEw.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for
this job. I'm sure my college degree
and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management
experience I got through Army
ROTC that won them over. Army

i

ROTC taught me responsibility selfdiscipline and leadership. Those are
things you just can't learn from a
textbook. I don't know where I'd be
right now if I hadn't enrolled in
Army ROTC, but I do know one
thing for sure ... I wouldn't be here.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU C:U 'IUE
For details, visit 2nd F1oor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421

DEFENDING THEIR CROWN- Coming oFf of last week's
strong third -place showing at the Division Ill National Duals, the
jCU wrestling team will head to theOAC Dual Meet Championship tomorrow and Saturday in Bexley, Ohio. The Blue Streaks
won the event lasl year, and own six of the last eight titles. JCU is
currently ranked fifth in the latest Adidas-Brute Division lil
Wrestling Coaches Poll. ... Two wrestlers are ranked second
nationally in their respective weightclasses:seniorChrisRoman,
8-2at 142 pounds,andjuniorjustinKerr,l7-1 at 167 pounds. Both
own the best record in the OAC for their weight classes, as do
senior Nate Samblanet 04-4) at 150 pounds and junior Rich
Eslich (12-2) at heavyweight.
RULING THEOAC- ThejCU men's basketball team is 38-6 at
home in the last five years, includ ing only one loss in the past two
seasons (to Mount Union, 89-83, in overtime on Dec. l4, 1996 )..
. In addition to the squad's third place standing overall,JCU has
a number of individual statistical leaders in the OAC, through
Tuesday. junior MarkHeidorfleads the conference in three-point
shooting at 51.6 percent. He is also third in scoring07.6 ppg) and
third in field goalshooting (584 ).... Senior Michael Pap leads the
OAC in free throw shooting at 89.7 percent, and is lOth in assists
with3.8pergame. ... Senior Artie Taylor is fourth in rebounding
with 8.4 per game and fifth in field goal percentage (.561) . . .. On
the women's side, senior Christine M.arrapese is third in the
conference with 2.6steals per game.... Senior Molly Brenlove is
second in blocks per game (l.I).
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"I've had a long, strange college ·trip I would say"
Brian Murphy

program. We were losing a lot of players. I
told him he would help us out a lot."
By rne, 21, evenruall y decided to trans-

thing.
'Athletically, I'm not anywhere near
where I used 10 be. But I cansull play some
and I still hope I can contribute."
The6-foot-6 inch junior began the season with a bang. After four games he was
shooting 47 percent from the floor (17 of
36),and 52 percent from three-point range
(12 of 23). But once the Ohio Athletic
Conference schedule began, Byrne went
into a shooting slump. He was removed
from the starting lineupduring the team's
trip to San Diego over winter break,as his
shooting percent dropped to less than 40
percent. Byrne was not caught off guard
by the developments, though.
"After a two year layoff, I thmk I expected it more than everybody else that I
maybe I would suuggle,"said Byrne, who
is ave raging mne pomts per game.
jCU head coach Mike Moran agreed. "I
don't care who you are. He didn't play for
a year. He might have went to some open
gyms, but there's a big difference between
that and going day in and day out"
Byrne started to break out of the funk
as he returned to the starting lineup for
last week's game with Baldwin-Wallace
and scored 18 points, connecting on 7 of
12 shots, including 4 of 8 three-pointers.
"I feel like now I'm starting to get in!Oa
rhythm and playing more like a basketball player rather than just a guy who's
going to run around and shoot threes," he
said.
Byrne admitted his move to Division
III has taken off a lot of the edge that he
displayed just a few years ago.
"When l came out of high school,l was
Intense," sa1d Byrne, a communications

would play basketball, despite a fragile
physical state.
"A huge difference between Division
Ill and Division I is in Division lessentially they're paying you to play with a
scholarship, and if you can walk, you
should play," hesaid. "Whereas here they're
much moresympathetic and understanding because we're doing this because we
want to, not because they're giving us any-

t rough thfswa or i'gOnna etrying.'
Now I'm doing this for enjoyment.
"I! ain't life or death, nomatrer what,"
he continued. "A ll of a sudden, I'm not
playing D I and I'm like 'Oh my God.' And
like your parents always tell you, the sun
came up again. Every day it seems to
come up."
And it doesn't matter if it's California
or Cleveland.

Sports Editor

Geoff Byrne sat across a table, looking
down and pondering the answer to the
question. Then he suddenly looked up.
Slowly, he responded , "I've had a long,
strange college trip I would say."
To say the least. He came to j CU via
Santa Cla ra Un iversity in Ca li fornia via
Kent State. The past four years certainly
have been a wild ride with a few bumps
along the way, but hefinallyseems to have
fo und a home in University Heights.
At Stow High School, Byrne wasn't a
major Division I prospect, but he was a
Division I prospect nonetheless, recruited
by Mid -American Conference (MAC) and
Ivy League schools, among ot hers. Ultimately, he chose Kent, a MAC school.
As a freshman, he played in all 27
games, starting five, averaged more than
20 minutes and 7.4 points per game, and
led Ken t with 44 three-poin ters. But after
one season he quit the team.
"1 didn't get along with my coach (Dave
Grube, who has since been replaced], but
that's not something we really need to get
into," he sa id. "And L also had a very bad
back. 1 was begi nning to break down
physically to the point where I couldn't
play for a full year in Division Lanymore."
Byrne remained at Kent for the first
semester of his sophomore year, but ad mitted to never feel in g comfortable at the
school after quitting the team.
"At Kent, everybody understood what
was happening, but I'd go to class and
then I'd have to explain it,' he said. "So it
was probably better to get a fresh starr."
Byrne felt in some ways he had made a
mistake going to school so close to ho
So he decided "all right, I made this mistake staying too close, well the hell with
that, I'm just going to go absolutely as far
away as I can. And so Santa Clara was
about as far away as [could get and still be
in the United States."
At Santa Clara, though, he never joined
the basketball team because his back was
never able to be fully rehabilitated. Byrne,
however, cherishes the experience.

Kali("ju.nga1

Geoff Byrne (44), pictured during a recent game, has had an interesting four
years of college.
"Tha t was one of the best experiences
of my life," he said.
But the desire to resume playingcomlV

l

after three semesters at Santa Clara. But
he knew he could not play at the Division
I level because of his physical status. So he
looked intojCU.
Senior Ryan Eskridge,a longtime friend
of Byrne, called him in California after
hearing rumors concerning his interest in
jCU. "He was pretty much sold on getting
back into the area," Eskridge said. "He
wanted to play again. l told him about the
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Dumped in 33 points,
along with 16 rebounds
and four steals, in two
JCU wins last week.
For
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Gerry Shay
Junior, Swimming
Finished superb week
going a perfect six-forsix in his races.
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Men's swimming drops
two of three meets
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter
John Carroll University head
coach Matt Lenhart made no excuses for the disappointing loss
suffered on Saturday.
Nevermind that it was an exhausted Blue Streaks team that
traveled across !Own to face Ohio
Athletic Conference foe BaldwinWallace. Or that the team was
missingseveral key swimmers. Or
that in the big picture dual meets
carry little, if any, significance.

"We didn't put forth a good effort; Lenhart said. "Our guys basically laid down out there."
The men swam an unusually
difficult slate this past week. with
three days of com petition in a row.
They started out strong. defeating
BuffaloState,103-78,on Thursday,
but fell to Oberlin,l36-99, on Friday and BW, l47-93,on Saturday:
Although Lenhart refused to
blame Saturday's loss on fatigue
from the rigorous three-dayschedule, he acknowledged that the BW

Junior Chuck Aquino attempts a dive off the one~ter board
against Oberlin.

team swam only one meet last
weekend and went into the meet
well rested and beginningtotaper.
"Our kids are the only ones [in
the conference! swimming two
and three days in a row right now."
Lenhart said, adding that this
strategy is preparation for three
consecutive days of competition
in the OAC championships.
As in previous weeks,JCU had
difficulty piecing together its full
team. Most notably absent on Friday and Saturday because of illness was sophomore Pete Wais,
who garnered three first place finishes on Thursday.
junior Gerry Shay paced the
team with a perfect six-for-six ·
record in ind ivid ua I races, inc1uding the 100 Free, which he won in
each of the three meets.
"Gerry is probably among the
top two or three swimmers we've
had at john Carroll, and he'sstartingtocomearoundandswim like
it," Lenhart said.
FreshmanJ.P. Merchant, senior
Brad Wilson and senior Dan
Ansevinal.sowon multipleevents.
All hough JCU's regular season
record is not without its blemishes,
Lenhart does not consider the
team to be impaired in terms of
achieving success at the conference meet in just over two weeks.
"A team can either build its season
on [winning] dual meets, and not
swim well when it counts or get
through the dual meets to swim
well at conference,• he said.
In the final dual meet of the
season,jCU will host The College

nailing them.'
Tuesday's matchup with CapiIf only the John Carroll talsomt:whatmirroredJCUsgame
Universtiy women's basketball last week with BW Both featured
team could put together a strong top opponents who had trouble
game for two halves.
with the Blue Streaks in the first
The past t'wo games fort he Blue half.
Streaks have resulted in losses, but
Capital guard Joy Hayes hit
not because they were thoroughly three three-point baskets early in
outplayed. JCU was scorched by the second half, though, to swing
Muskingum, 78-56, but was only the momentum in the Crusaders'
outscored by two in the second favor.
half. Three days later they lost to
In both of the past week's losses,
Capital, 61-44, despite being up inequities at the free throw line
by one at halftime.
hurt JCU. Its opponents shot a
'We have to get more poised on combined 39-of-50 from the foul
offense,' said freshman center line, as opposed to 13-of-21 forjCU.
Meghann Hubach. "We're getting "We've really been fouling a bit
good looks, and if we get more re- much," Dugan said.
laxed, we'll be running together
The Streaks also missed the
more smooth Iy [the whole ga meL· steady play of senior forward
Nevertheless, JCU (7-10, 4-7 Molly Brenlove for much of both
OAC) finds itself in the midst of a games. Brenlove,thesquad'sleads1x-game losing streak, with up- ingscorer(9.9ppg)and rebounder
coming games at Ohio Northern (5.6 rpg), played only a total of 30
and against Baldwin-Wallace at minutes in both games because of
home.
inJuries, scoring four points in all.
Muskingum gained a 38-18
'Molly's a great leader on the
haHtime lead, as the Blue Streaks court, and she helps everyone get
only shot 6-of-28 in the first half. through the game,' Hubach said.
JCUfought back in the second half,
Hubach herself has been takbut could not catch up to the ing advantage of the added playMusk1es "We didn't break down ing time because of Brenlove's
their defense real well, and were missed time. She picked up career
kind of forcing up shots,'JCUhead highs in scoring at Muskingum
coach Carol Dugan said. "But we (13) and in rebounds versus Capital (10).
did miss some open shots.
'lt seemed like late in the game,
Another freshman, Jamie
with the pressure off, we started Rochon, is also seeing more action

Assistant Sports Editor

Things that .make
yago hmmm...
Kaai<J ......

Sophomore Michelle Nigon in action on Friday against Oberlin.
The .JCU victory ran the women's record to W in dual meets.

Women swimmers
eye school first
Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter

day, the 100 and 200 Free on Friday, and the 100 Back and 1000
FreeatBW
Other top finishers for the Blue
Streaks included senior Kara
Newmeyer who placed first in the
1000 Free on both Thursday and
Friday; freshman KC Rambasek
who finished first in the 200 lM
on Thursday and the 100 Breast
and 200 IM on Friday; freshman
Stephanie Rosplock who took first
place in the 100 Fly on Friday and
the 500 Free on Saturday; and
sophomore Shannon Murphy
who won the 50 Free on Friday
and the 100 Fly on Saturday.
Oberlin recently beat Mount
Union, a teamjCU beat about twO
weeks ago and will face again at
the OAC Championships beginning Feb. 12.
"We swam the night before we
competed against Oberlin, so we
didn't put much importance on
this meet," Lenhart said. "Unlike
basketball or baseball where the
season counts, swimming is not
about who gets beaten or by how
much. It's about who can swim
the fastest when it really counts."
For the Blue Streaks, that's always the OAC championships,
where the women will be seeking
their ninth consecutive conference title.

Stupica retires from coaching
Assistant Sports Editor

The spanning career of John
Carroll University's cross country and track and field coach
has come to an end, as Don
Stupica has chosen to begin
teaching full-time in the physical education department.
Stupica has been with the
school since 1967, when he
started as an assistant football
coach and head men's track and
field coach. He served as head
football coach from 1977-1983,
and took over as head cross
country coach in 1984.
"Theopportunitycamealong
to get into teaching full-time
and this was something I had
been thinking about doing for
about a year," Stupica said.
DickMann,whohascoached
high school running for more
than 40 years, will take over as
the interim head coach of the
men's cross country and track
programs. The somewhat un-

0

~0

-Eerie Cemeterlrs

The John Carroll University
women's swimming program is
one meet away from making
school his tory.
After defeating Buffalo State
last Thursday (121-86), Oberlin
College on Friday (139-89), and
conference rival Baldwin-Wallace
on Saturday (128-115), the Blue
Streaks have compiled an 8-0
record in dual meets this season,
heading into the 1:00 p.m. season
finaleonSaturdayathomeagainst
The College of Wooster. A victory
over Wooster would mark the first
time either the men's or women's
team went undefeated in dual
day in a meet that Lenhart views meets.
"It would be a nice accomplishas "one last shot" for the men.
ment,
but it doesn't get you any"They need to pull themselves
thing:
jCU head coach Matt
up by their bootstra psand get back
Lenhart
said. "Obviously you
to the point of fighting in time for
want to win, but it's not what we're
OACs.," he said.
gearing towards. If you asked any
girl on the team, I bet not one of
them could tell you how many
meets we have won. Sure, they'll
tell you we're undefeated, bur I bet
on the court The guard/forward they couldn't tell you how many
has started the last three games meets we have won."
forJCU,leading the team in scorFreshman Carrie Scherger
ing twice. 'She has a good drive paced the Blue Streaks this past
from the perimeter," Dugan said. week with five first-place finishes,
'She's just so versatile.'
winning the 500 Free on Thurs-

Mark Boleky
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usual move of replacingStupica
inthemiddleoftheyearresulted
from an increase in the classes
he is teaching this semester.
"He wanted to concentrate
more on the academic aspect of
it," said Tony DeCarlo,JCU athletic director. "It's tough to leave
coaching at any time. [Resigning now] gives him the opportunity to get into a couple courses
he had wanted to get into prior
to teaching in the fall."
Junior james Van Dress, who
has beenoneof the top performers for the cross country and
track teams, believes the change
could be beneficial.
"It will shake things up, and
sometimeschangeisfor the better," he said.
Stu pica is a 1964 graduate of
Xavier where he majored in
physical education and was a
three year footballletterwinner.
As the track and field coach,
Stupica has won three Presi dents' Athletic Conference titles

(1969, 1976, and 1977) and
coached four All-Americans. He
considers one of his proudest
moments in coaching to be Leo
Miller's nationalchampionship
in the indoor high jump at the
1987 Division III Championships. He also compiled a 26-37
record as thefoot ball head coach
with five All-Americans.
Both of Stupica's running
programs fell on tough times
uponenteringtheOhioAthletic
Conference in 1989.
"The OAC certainly offers
some of the best teams in the
state,"Stupicasaid. "Anexample
is at the All-0hiotournament a
few years ago, when we finished
as the fifth best team in Ohio,
and the top four were OAC
teams."
The change from his 30-year
routine hasn't bothered Stu pica.
"I've been so busy with the
teachingtoreallymissit. And it
is nice to have my weekends
free."

Time to start your fresh new day with a smile, as you trot
across our happy campus, you think happy thoughts. Then as
you pass the ever- beautiful Pacelli hall, you see a bunch of crosses
set upinsymmetricalfashion. Kind of putsadamperon your day
when you realize they represent a cemetery of dead babies
(aborted fetuses}
Happy thoughts, happy thoughts
While this may be a morbid way to express your opinion
about a controversial issue, that can be accepted as we do live in
a country with somethingcalled freedom of expression or speech
or something. In the wake of right-to-life week john Carroll
students have been bombarded with information about their
side of the issue. Noticeably missing on this campus was the
expression of a pro-choice viewpoint. Maybe that's because it
violates aJCU policy to have a pro-choice club on campus.
In today's society, aren't we missing the "freedom of expression' boat?
..

-The Qeveland Heights Police Force
Well, didn't the tables turn on some of the members of this
entourage? After dedicating endless hours keeping the john
Girroll Universitypopulationsafefrom thedangerso£ underage
drinking, three of their 'finest' were busted facilitating drugs.
Wow. At least their priorities are in line.
Despite these arrests, the rest the squad wentto work with
typical busts along Lee Road-obviously not phased by their
buddies' arrests.

or

-A $50 Student Activities Fee
just cut a check for $6,000 for tuition; $5,000 for room and
board; $120 for parking; $500 for books; plus day-to-day needs.
Still have a few bucks left that are just burning a hole in the
wallet? What todawithit? Here's an idea:giveittoa new student
acrivityfeesotheuniversitywon't have to handle the problem of
under -funded clubs . .. just make us pay even more for it. Cool.
-RAT~

Remember those deep, da::r:sea::::::::ets::'"'i!~:ft!J!J
thought they were lost with )'OUT )JIIC"maD l~h box.
you want to be an RAatJCU, wehearthat those secrets and many
more will come out ~uring CIA-type interrogations during the
oh-so-fierce competition for those highly desired, and few, RA
positions. Hmmm. .. isn't the Residence Life office the one that
monitors illegal ha:zing by fratern~~ie,s p.J\d sor~ties?
.

-Disengaged Generation

• .

We feel the need to del'end our generation against the likesd
certain people that actually confirm the surveys and polls that
say we are lazy and disengaged.
Hmmm, to all those people out there that give us a bad name,
let's think about this. Can you really say, 1 don't have time" to
follow current political and social events? The maj;>rlty of the
JCU population certainly finds several hours on the weekend to
party and sleep-in. During the week, there is always time for
90210, Southpark and ER How hard could it be to slip in a ten
minute headline newscast while your getting dressed in the
morning?
While we can't claim to know everything about every current
world event, educated conversation almost demands a broader
perspective into things.

-Visitation Hours
Number one reason to move off -campus? You have the right
of most American adultstochoosewhotohaveasyourguest,and
at what time- regardless of gender. JCU still lives in the Dark
Ages with respecttoovernight visits,oranytime after midnight
for that matter. Realistically, who stops studying or visiting
before midnight? It'd be a stretch to find someone. II the Student
Union approves a recommendation to expand visitation hours
on campus, maybe the university should follow it,aheralLaren't
they the ones who want the world to live"on campus?
-·

-Monica Lewinsky
Don't weal! wishourinternshipsoould bequiteasexcitlngas
hers ... Moststudentsare thrilled when they get a chance to fetch
their boss's lunch. Not to mention ... well, yeah, not to mention.

-Sex surveys
Surveysays:thosepeoplewhoexpandtheirstudiesintograduate school have less sex. Another survey says: those people who
have more sex die younger. Talk about decisions. And anyway,
who actually answers these surveys? Did Bill Clinton go to
graduate school? He could definitely throw the curve.

-Spice Girls Taking over the World
Just when you thought the 1980's British rock invasion was
dissipating, the Spice Girls come in full force._taking over oommeTCials,musicandmovies. Wonderiftheireducationaldegrees
would reflect any trends on a sex survey. They're taking over the
world, yet their sexual historyseems to help them, not hurt them.
Bill Clinton, leader of the 'WOrlds No.1 superpower, is undoubtedly wondering why it works so well for them and not him.

&
miss: Three Cleveland Heights cops allegedly involved in drug
deals. HIT: Three CH cops arrested for their illegal involvement in
drug deals. miss: Four a.m. fire drill in Campion on Sunday. HIT:
The new bread bar in the cafeteria. HIT: The AFC wins the
Superbowl. miss: It was the Broncos. HIT: Fox8 News gets JCU
students' opinions on "The State of the Union." miss: Getting
bombarded with those Christmas credit card payments.

Staff Commentary

Mo' Money,
Mo' Problems?
One of the greatest gifts my parents ever gave me, besides my charming good looks and witty sense of humor, is
a worketh ic.l was taughtearlyon to take pride in my work,

TilE CARROLL NEWS
Tom OKonowitz
Editor-in-Chief
Meagan Lyhch
Managing Editor

I take pride in knowing that I pay my own tuition.---+~~~·~------~~~~
This
contradictsonestudent leader,"ldon't
look at my tuition statement."
joeWholley
Well,! do. Despite my pride in my
Production Manager
work ethic, I wince each time I see it.
While I don't appreciate the Board of
Robert T. Noll
Trustees increasing our tuition, I unAdviser
derstand and respect their decision.
I don't appreciate the Student
Council attempting to attach an additional $50 to each undergraduate's
tuition for "student activities."
I agree that it is a disgrace thatJCU
News
Denise Glaros
allots such a pittance towards special events. 1 disagree
Clare Taft
with how they wish to rectify the problem.
Ed Klein
Their Student Activities Fee is an atrocious mess, ineptly prepared, and difficult to follow. If the administraWorld News Sara Buss
tionenacts this horrific proposalit would require a miracle.
As one proponent said, "that is the nature of the beast."
Features Maria Trivisonno
John Carroll ranks dead last in money for student orgaStacy Miros
nizations. For 3,512 students, the administration permits
$70,000. San Francisco University's 3,800 students receive
Sports Brian Murphy
MarkBoleky
$1.1 million for student activities.
Does the proposal show all the facts? Why is JCU a
Forum Resa Whipkey
tightwad with funding for special events?
Nicole Jusseaume
This proposal incorporates a debacle of a budgeting
process that takes more money from the already hardClassifieds Nicole Sloboda
pressed students, and asks the university to budget less to
student organizations.
Liz Whiteman
Copy
That's right, the uni veristy pays less, you will pay more.
Under the proposal, the university only funds the stuPhotography Katie Jungers
dent government. Clubs will be funded by the fee.
Sara Fest
What will the University do with this "extra• $30,000?
Pay for another Gala? Pay off the bill for the last one? Buy
Photo Adviser AIan Stephenson, Ph.D.
a membership for the president at a local country club?
And what will student organizations do with an increase in fundi.ng? The money will be funneled through
The Carroll ~ws 1S published weeki y by the Sl uon-campus accounts. JCU is not paying for a keg party.
dencs ol jo!tn Carroll Univcorslly The op1nions ex·
Special events are lackingoncampus,and more money
prts.Sed m editorials and canoons are those ol the
Carroll Newsedirorialstaff,and not necessanlythose
would attract better entertainers.
ol jCU'sadmmiStratlon, faculty or students. Sogned
My solution to the fiscal problems of the university is
material and comicsaresolelythe v1ewol th<author
simple. Why not get underwritten by the Bolers. The
The Carroll News 1s printed on 70'lbrecycled paper
Bolers, whodonatemoneytoJCU as if buying indulgences,
One copy of the Carroll News is ava1lable to each
seem to have plenty of money. In return for their benefice,
member of the JCU community at no cost. Addi·
we could give the dynamically humble husband and wife
11onal copies are valued at 25 cents each
team a few more honorary degrees. Heck, why not rename
How to reach us:
the place, the john M. and Mary jo Boler University.
(216)397-4479
(Editoria I)
lf any alumni does feel like donating to something.
(216)397-4398 (Business)
consider donating a van for Safe Rides. If you ask, the Student Council might rename the service in your honor.
CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxaJcu.ed u
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Men's swimming drops
two of three meets
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter

John Carroll University head
coach Matt Lenhart made no excuses for the disappointing loss
suffered on Saturday.
Never mind that it was an exhausted Blue Streaks team that
traveled across town to face Ohio
Athletic Conference foe BaldwinWallace. Or that the team was
missingseveral key swimmers. Or
that in the big picture dual meets
carry little, if any, significance.

"We didn't put forth a good effort," Lenhart said. "Our guys basically laid down out there."
The men swam an unusually
difficult slate this past week, with
three days of competition in a row:
They started out strong, defeating
BuffaloState,103-78,on Thursday,
but fell.to Oberlin,l36-99, on Friday and BW,147-93, on Saturday:
Although Lenhart refused to
blame Saturdays loss on fatigue
from the rigorous three-dayschedule, he acknowledged that the BW

team swam only one meet last
weekend and went into the meet
well rested and beginningtotaper.
"Our kids are the only ones [in
the conference) swimming two
and threedaysina rowrightnow."
Lenhart said, adding that this
strategy is preparation for three
consecutive days of competition
in the OAC championships.
As in previous weeks,JCU had
difficulty piecing together its full
team. Most notably absent on Friday and Saturday because of illness was sophomore Pete Wais,
who garnered three first place finishes on Thursday.
Junior Gerry Shay paced the
team with a perfect six-for-six ·
record in individual races, including the 100 Free, which he won in
each of the three meets.
"Gerry is probably among the
top two or three swimmers we've
had atJohnCarroll,and he'sstarting to come around and swim like
it," Lenhart said.
Freshmanj.P Merchant, senior
Brad Wilson and senior Dan
Ansevinalsowon multipleevents.
Although JCU's regular season
record is not without its blemishes,
Lenhart does not consider the
team to be impaired in terms of
achieving success at the conference meet in just over two weeks.
"A team can either build its season
on [winning] dual meets, and not
swim well when it counts or get
through the dual meets to swim
well at conference," he said.
In the final dual meet of the
season,JCU will hOSt The College
0

Junior Chuck Aquino attempts a dive off the one-meter board
against Oberlin.

day in a meet that Lenhart views
as "one last shot" for the men.
"They need to pull themselves
up by their bootstraps and get back
to the point or fighting in time for
OACs." he said.

Women's basketball continues skid
Mark Bole
Assistant Sports Editor

If only the John Carroll
Universtiy women's basketball
team could put together a strong
game for two halves.
ThepasttwogamesfortheBiue
Streakshaveresulted in losses. but
not because they were thoroughly
outplayed. JCU was scorched by
Muskingum, 78-56, but was only
outscored by two in the second
half. Three days later they lost to
Capital, 61 -44, despite being up
by one at halftime.
·we have to get more poised on
offense,' said freshman center
Meghann Hubach. 'We're getting
good looks. and if we get more relaxed. we'll be running together
more smoothly[the whole gameL'
Nevertheless, JCU (7-10, 4-7
OAC) finds itself in the midst of a
six-game losing streak, with upcoming games at Ohio Northern
and against Baldwin-Wallace at
home.
Muskingum gained a 38-18
halhime lead, as the Blue Streaks
only shot 6-of-28 m the first half.
JCU fought back in the second half,
but could not catch up to the
Muskies. 'We dtdn't break down
the tr defense real well, and were
kind of forcing up shots,'jCUhead
coach Carol Dugan said. 'But we
d id miss some open shOls.
' ltseemed like late in the game,
with the pressure off , we started

nailing them.'
Tuesday's matchup with CapitalsomewhatmirroredJCU'sgame
last week with BW Both featured
top opponents who had trouble
with the Blue Streaks in the first
half.
Capital guard joy Hayes hit
three three-point baskets early in
the second half, though, to swing
the momentum in the Crusaders'
favor.
In both of thepastweek'slosses,
inequities at the free throw line
hurt JCU. Its opponents shot a
combined 39-of-50 from the foul
line,asopposed tol3-of-21 forJCU.
"We've really been fouling a bit
much." Dugan said.
The Streaks also missed the
steady play of senior forward
Molly Brenlove for much of both
games. Bren love, the squad's leadingscorer(9.9ppg)and rebounder
(5.6 rpg), played only a total of 30
minutes in both games because of
injunes,scoring four points in all.
'Molly's a great leader on th£
court. and she helps everyone get
through the game,' H u bach said.
Hubach herself has been taking advantage of the added playing time because of Brenlove's
missed time. She picked up career
highs in scoring at Muskingum
(13) and in rebounds versus Capital (10).
Another freshman, Jamie
Rochon,isalsoseeingmoreaction

on the court The guard/forward
has started the last three games
for ]CU, leadi ng the team in scoring twice. 'She has a good drive
from the perimeter,' Dugan said.
'She's just so versatile.'

Assistant ~s Editor

The spanning career or John
Carroll University'scrosscountry and track and field coach
has come to an end, as Don
Stupica has chosen to begin
teaching full-time in the physica1education department.
Stupica has been with the
school since 1967, when he
started as an assistant football
coach and head men's track and
field coach. He served as head
football coach from 1977-1983,
and took over as head cross
country coach in 1984.
"Theopportunitycamealong
to get into teaching full-time
and this was something I had
been thinking about doing for
about a year," Stupica said.
DickMann,whohascoached
high school running for more
than 40 years, will take over as
the interim head coach of the
men's cross country and track
programs. The somewhat un-
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-Eerie Cemeteries
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SoPlomc>re Michelle Nigon in action on Friday against Oberlin.
The JCU victory ran the women's record to 8{) in dual meets.

Women swimmers
eye school first
Kristen Stlh
The john Carroll University
women's swimming program is
one meet away [rom making
school history.
After defeating Buffalo State
last Thursday (121-86), Oberlin
College on Friday (139-89), and
conference rival Baldwin-Wallace
on Saturday (128-115), the Blue
Streaks have compiled an 8-0
record in dual meets this season,
heading into the 1:00 p.m. season
finaleonSaturdayathomeagainst
The College of Wooster. A victory
over Wooster would mark the first
time either the men's or women's

day, the 100 and 200 Free on Friday, and the 100 Back and 1000
Free at BW
Other top finishers for the Blue
Streaks included senior Kara
Newmeyer who placed first in the
1000 Free on both Thursday and
Friday; freshman K.C. Rambasek
who finished first in the 200 IM
on Thursday and the 100 Breast
and 200 IM on Friday; freshman
Stephanie Rosplock who took first
place in the 100 Fly on Friday and
the 500 Free on Saturday; and
sophomore Shannon Murphy
who won the 50 Free on Friday
and the 100 Fly on Saturday.
Oberlin recently beat Mount

went undefeated in dual

Union,ateamJCUbeatabouttwo

meets.
"It would be a nice accomplishment, but it doesn't get you anything," JCU head coach Matt
Lenhart said. "Obviously you
want to win, but it's not what we're
gearing towards. If you asked any
girl on the team, I bet not one of
them could tell you how many
meets we have won. Sure, they'll
tell you we're undefeated, but I bet
they couldn't tell you how many
meets we have won."
Freshman Carrie Scherger
paced the Blue Streaks this past
week with five first-place finishes,
winning the 500 Free on Thurs-

weeks ago and will face again at
the OAC Championships beginning Feb.l2.
"We swam the night before we
competed against Oberlin, so we
didn't put much importance on
this meet," Lenhart said. "Unlike
basketball or baseball where the
season counts, swimming is not
about who gets beaten or by how
much. It's about who can swim
the fastest when it really counts.·
For the Blue Streaks, that's always the OAC championships,
where the women will be seeking
their ninth consecutive conference title.

Staff Reporter

team

Stupica retires from coaching
Mark Boleky
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usual move of replacing Stu pica
in the middleor the year resulted
from an increase in the classes
he is teaching this semester.
"He wanted to concentrate
more on the academic aspect of
it." said Tony DeCarlo,JCU athletic director. "It's tough to leave
coaching at any time. [Resigning now) gives him the opportunity to get into a couple courses
he had wanted to get into prior
to teaching in the fall."
Junior james Van Dress, who
has been one of the top performers for the cross country and
track teams, believes the change
could be beneficiaL
"It will shake things up, and
sometimes change is for the better." he said.
Stu pica is a 1964 graduate of
Xavier where he majored in
physical education and was a
three yearfootballletterwinner.
As the track and field coach,
Stupica has won three Presidents' Athletic Conference titles

(1969, 1976, and 1977) and
coached four All-Americans. He
considers one of his proudest
moments in coaching to be Leo
Miller's national championship
in the indoor high jump at the
1987 Division Ill Championships. Healsocompileda26-37
record as the football head coach
with five All-Americans.
Both of Stupka's running
programs fell on tough times
uponenteringtheOhioAthletic
Conference in 1989.
"The OAC certainly offers
some of the best teams in the
srate,"Stu pica said. "An example
is at the All-ohio tournament a
few years ago, when we finished
as the fifth best team in Ohio,
and the top four were OAC
teams."
The change from his 30-year
routine hasn't bothered Stu pica.
"['ve been so busy with the
teachingtoreallymissit. And it
is nice to have my weekends
free."

Time to start your fresh new day with a smile, as you trot
across our happy campus. you think happy thoughts. Then as
you passtheever-beautifulPacelli hall, you see a bunch of crosses
set up in symmetrical fashion. Klndof puts a damper on your day
when you realize they represent a cemetery of dead babies
(aborted fetuses}
Happy thoughts, happy thoughts
While this may be a morbid way to express your opinion
about a controversial issue, that can be accepted as we do li.ve in
a country with something calledfreedomof expression or speech
or something. ln the wake of right-to-life week john Carroll
students have been bombarded with information about their
side of the issue. Noticeably missing on this campus was the
expression of a pro-choice viewpoinl Maybe that's because it
violates aJCU policy to have a pro-choice club on campus.
ln today's society, aren't we missing the "freedom or expression' boat?
.. .

-The Oeveland Heights Police Force
Well, didn't the tables turn on some of the members of this
entourage? After dedicating endless hours keeping the john
carroll University population safe from the dangers of underage
drinking, three of their 'finest' were busted facilitating drugs.
Wow. At least their priorities are in hne.
Despite these arrests, the rest of the squad went to work with
typical busts along Lee Road-obviously nOl phased by their
buddies' arrests.

-A $50 Student Activities Fee
Just cut a check for $6,000 for tuition; $5,000 for room and
board; $UO for parking; $500 [or books; plus day-to-day needs.
Still have a few bucks left that are just burning a hole in the
wallet? Whattodowithit? Here's an idea:giveittoa new student
activity fee so the university won't have to handle the problem of
under -funded clubs .. . just make us pay even more for it Cool.
-RAT~.
_
Remember those deep. dark secrets rom
thought they were lOSt with your pac-man lQII(b box. \\WI.
youwanttobeanRAatjCU,wehearthatthosesecretsandrnany
more will come out during CIA-type interrogations during the
oh-so-fierce competition for those highly desired, and few, RA
positions. Hmmtn .. .isn't the Residence Life office the one that
monitors illegal ha,zing by fraterniJies !lnd sor!>fities?
.

-Disengaged Generation

• .

We feel the need to defend our generation against the likes of
certain people that actually confirm the surveys and polls that
say we are lazy and disengaged.
Hmmm, to all those people out there that give usa bad name,
let's thiak about this. Can you really say, "1 don't have time· to
follow current political and social events? The majority of the
JCU population certainly finds several hours on the weekend to
party and sleep-in. During the week, there Is always time for
90210, South park and ER. How hard could it be to slip in a ten
minute headline newscast while your getting dressed in the
morning?
While we can't claim to knoweverythingabouteverycurrent
world event, educated conversation almost demands a broader
perspective into things.

-Visitation Hours
Number one reason to move of£-campus? You have the right
of most American adults tochoosewhotohaveasyourguest,and
at what time- regardless of gender. JCU still lives in the Dark
Ages with respecuo overnight visits, or any time after midnight
for that matter. Realistically, who stops studying or visiting
before midnight? It'd be a stretch to find someone. If the Student
Union approves a recommendation to expand visitation hours
on campus, maybe the university should follow it,afterall,aren't
they the ones who want the world to live"on campus?

-Monica Lewinsky
Don't weal! wishourinternshipscould be quite as exciting as
hers ... Moststudentsarethrilledwhentheygetachancetofetch
their boss's lunch. Not to mention ... well, yeah, not to mention.

-Sex surveys
Survey says: those people who expand their studies intograduate school have less sex. Another survey says: those people who
have more sex die younger. Talk about decisions. And anyway,
who actually answers these surveys? Did Bill Clinton go to
graduate school? He could definitely throw the curve.

-Spice Girls Taking over the World
Just when you thought the 1980's British rock invasion was
dissipating, the Spice Girls come in full force. ..taking over commercials,musicandmovies. 'M>nderiftheireducationaldegrees
would reflect any trendsonasexsurvey. They'retakingoverthe
world, yet their sexual history seems to heipthem, not hurt them.
Bill Clinton, leader of the \VOrld's No. I superpower, is undoubtedly wondering why it works so well for them and not him.

&
miss: Three Cleveland Heights cops allegedly involved in drug
deals. HIT: Three CH cops arrested for their illegal involvement in
drug deals. miss: Four a.m. fire drill in Campion on Sunday. HIT:
The new bread bar in the cafeteria. HIT: The AFC wins the
Superbowl. miss: It was the Broncos. HIT: Fox8 News gets JCU
students' opinions on "The State of the Union." miss: Getting
bombarded with those Christmas credit card payments.

Staff Commentary

Mo' Money,
Mo' Problems?
One of the greatest gifts my parents ever gave me, be sides my charming good looks and witty sense of h umor, is
a work ethic. 1was taughtearlyon totakepride in my work,
ltakeprldein knowing that lpaymyown tuition. This
contradictsonestudent leader, "I don't
look at my tuition statement."
Well, I do. Despite my pride in my
work ethic, I wince each time l see it.
While I don't appreciate the Board of
Trustees increasing our tuition, I understand and respect their decision.
I don't appreciate the Student
Counci.l attempting to attach an additional $50 to each undergraduate's
tuition for "student activities."
I agree that it is a disgrace thatJCU
allots such a pittance towards special events. I disagree
with how they wish to rectify the problem.
Their Student Activities Fee is an atrocious mess, ineptly prepared, and difficult to follow. lf the administration enacts this horrific proposal it would require a miracle.
As one proponent said, "that is the nature of the beast."
john Carroll ranks dead last in money for student organizations. For 3,512 students, the administration permits
$70,000. San Francisco University's 3,800studentsreceive
$1.1 million for student activities.
Does the proposal show all the facts? Why is JCU a
tightwad with funding for special events?
This proposal incorporates a debacle of a budgeting
process that takes more money from the already hardpressed students. and asks the university to budget less to
student organizations.
That's right, the univeristy pays less, you will pay more.
Under the proposal, the university only funds the student government Clubs will be funded by the fee.
What will the University do with this "extra• $30,000?
Pay for another Gala? Pay off the bill for the last one? Buy
a membership for the president at a local country club?
And what will student organizations do with an increase in fundi.ng? The money will be funneled through
on-campus accounts. jCU is not paying for a keg party.
Special events are lacking on cam pus. and more money
would attract better entertainers.
My solution to the fiscal problems of the university is
simple. Why not get underwritten by the Balers. The
Balers, who donate money to jCU as if buying indulgences,
seem to have plenty of money. In return for their benefice,
we could give the dynamically humble husband and wife
team a few more honorary degrees. Heck, why not rename
the place, the john M. and Mary Jo Boler University.
If any alumni does feel like donating to something,
consider donating a van for SafeR ides lf you ask, the Student Council might rename the ser vice in your honor.
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TOP
Twas the season to be jolly, but
now 'tis the seaso n of Golden
Globes and Oscars. Rttuals of
grandiose Americana and splendor triumphantly proclaim (irrespective of Japanese car production and revelations regarding
their President's private life,) that
in a world of rapidly changing
constants, film. Hollywood, and
America still rules.
Many recently releases pictures
have shared a heavy Irish influence. While the smooth-talking,
Martini-sipping,Pierce Brosnan of
007 fame does not conform to
ma ny people's perception of an
arc hetypal Irishman, that is indeed his nati·1e land.
Leonardo DiCaprio danced an
lrish jig, as Kate Winslet downed
pints of lrish stout on t he Belfastbuilt Titanic. While I'm not proposing he replace Michael Flatley
as the next "Lord of the Dance,"
some of the dancers in these quasiIrish dance spectacles command
the same fame and notoriety as
Many of Hollywood's best.
"Good Will Hunting"'s gang of
South Boston, Irish, Ca t holic
friends took nearly as much pride
in their Irishness as they did in
their ch ronic underachiev ing
(which incidentally would put
Bart Simpson to shame).
Irish sells; from the Bushmills
and jameson Irish Whiskey promoted in "Good Will Hunting,"
and "As Good As It Gets," to nu-

rnerous brands of Irish coffee, to
great works of fiction such as
Frank McCoun's "Angela's Ashes,"
to Hollywood releases like "The
Boxer."
Why the American love affair
with all things Irish?
The Irish were one of the only
early waves of immigrants to arrive on these shores that spoke
English as their first language.
This gave them a head start over
the other races. Their ethic of
"work hard, play hard" not only
won them notoriety and respect
on the railroads, canals, highways
andsyscrapers; butalsointhe bars
and the boxing ring.
Their indomitable spirit in the
face of adversity helped them to
weather hardships such as English
repression, "The Great Famine,"
and the Depression. An ability to
bounce back Laughing,anemphasison family, and solid traditional
values havee won respect the world
over.
During the Middle Ages, Irish
mon ks committed to parchment
much of the great early Western
li terature while the rest of Europe
wallowed in Barbarianism, and
this commitment to learning was
con tinued to this day by the li kes
of WB. Yeats, Samuel Beckett,
Brian Friel and Seamus Heaney.
Passion for the written word and
scholarship has also won the Irish
accolades, althoug h many
undergrads who have struggled to

cometotermswith "En Attendant
Godot," or "Translations" may fail
to agree. But maybe it's a little simpler than all that. An Irish man
oncesaid:"Wheniopenmymouth
in America, it opens doors."
I'd like to think that America's
affinity with Irish ness is just as
simple as that; because irrespective of social and financial standi ng, circum stance or occasion, the
Irish always have time for a smile,
a joke, a song, a laugh - even a
death is often turned into a celebration of the person's life in the
form of a wake.
If they're not pouring in their
renowned food and drink, they're
pouring forth opinions, witticisms
and wry commentary. And in an
age when people worry about how
many cars the japanese can produce, and the priva te life of the
president, isn 't the redeeming
po'fer of a simple smile or laugh a
greihhing?
And did I mention, you have to
open your mouth to drink?
Maybe it'll be a while before
James Bond says, "The name's
O'Shea.' Paddy O"Shea," but don't
be surprised if a film with a few
Irish connections wins an Oscar
this year.
Long may the love affair wi th
all things Irish con tin ue.

Calm Faulkner is an exchange
student at jo hn Carrol l University from Ireland.
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Advice He saidcJ

to drop a
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Dear Been There & Done That,
My roommate has a significant
other who often spends the night
in our room. I recently walked in
on them with their "tops off• and
it made me very uncomfortable.
How should I go about asking for
"tops on" when I'm around?
-Very Disturbed in the Dorms

10. A.M. U PRINTED NEXT TO ITS TIME
ON YOUR SCHEDULE.
9. THE SYLLABUS SAYS SOMETHING
ABOUT ALLOWING ONLY THREE
UNEXCUSED ABSENCES.
8. NO DRINKING IS INVOLVED.
7. IT'S DURING CROWDED PARKING LOT
HOURS.
6. IT'S 75 MINUTES LONCi.
5. YOUR ADVISOR MESSED UP AND PUT
YOU IN "THIRD WORLD QUANTUM
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES."
4. IT MEETS ON FRIDAYS.

J. THE ONLY OTHER PERSON YOU KNEW
IN THE CLASS DROPPED IT.
2. IT DOESN'T HAVE ANY FIELD TRIPS.
1. THERE ARE MORE THAN TWO
REQUIRED TEXT BOOKS.

Dear Disturbed,
(BT)Explain to your roommate
that this situation is awkward for
you, and ask how the two of them
would feel if YOU hung out topless
in your room while they were
around. If this does n't work, tell
them to sleepoverat his place next
Lime.
(DT)Suck it up- it'snothingyou
haven't seen before, right? P.S.
What does your roommate look
like?
Dear Been There & Done That,
I am friends with this younger
guy, and it is obvious that he now
likesmeinadifferentway. I do not
feelthesamewayabouthim. How
do I stop this before he tells me
how he really feels? I k now that if
he does, things will be awkward
between us and our friendship
will never be the same. W hat do I
do?
-Anxious

Dear Anxious,
(BT)Clearlydefin e the boundariesofyourrelationshipwith hi m.
Expresstohim how much you value
th e fri e n ds hip, a n d t hat you
W1Jl£ld n't li7ll'l!1
r
o tn t .
Bring 1t up befo re hisfeeli ngs esca16te anyfurther.

(DT) Don't worry about it.
Throw him out with yesterday's
tra sh!

Fair
Careers I n lhe Business Seclor
**OvER 50 EMPLOYERS CoMING To MEET You!**
POSITIONS AFTER GRADUATION
Co-OPS AND INTERNSHIPS

Monday February 9, 1998
7:00pm to 9:00pm, Recplex Intramural Gym
FOR STUDENTS OF ANY MAJOR INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN BUSINESS
PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE - BRING RESUMES

Dear Been There & Done That,
!have a problem which I've discussed with many people but no
one seems to be able to help me.
My roommate likes to fall asleep
watching the telly. But he falls
asleep before he turns off the television It thoroughly annoys me
because I'll briefly wake up in the
middle of the night and have to
get out of bed to turn the thing off.
(That's because he sleeps on the
remote, among other thi ngs, but
that's a d ifferent letter). I've told
him touse the"sleep"mode, but he
refuses. I don't know what else to
do. Help me help him.
-Crabby in Campion

Dea r Crabby,
(BT) Confiscate the remote and
store it under you pillow. The next
time you are ruddy awakened, the
remote will be right at yourfingertips.
(DT) Retaliate by opening the
wirtdow. When he wakes up shiveringfrom the cold gusts of wind,
hopefully he'llget uptoshut it, and
(if you're lucky) turn off the TV on
1he way past.

Need some answers?

Write in!
Send to:

Sponsored by The Student Career Development Center
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carroUnews@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
or
drop off at CN office by
6pm on Sunday
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•~on Center Stage •

Take1

The other day I heard a boy, sonal affairs can hardly be trusted
notmorethansevenyearsold,im- with those of our nation. Yet as
ploring his mother to take him to disgusting and unconscionable as
see "Spice World." He then broke theaffairsare,theattention we give
out into his own rendition of one them is the more grotesque act ion
of their songs, singing "Tell me in this whole mess.
what you want ..."
Face it. Thiscountryisobsessed
Asfaraslcanremember,when with sex, and it is the greatest rat! was seven years old, !didn't even ings-booster of all time to have the
understand what the Spice Girls most recognized man in the coun·
'wanted.'.
try doing the most popular action.
I stood there and listened to Thefocusof discussion and energy
this kid reciteananthemof sexual is almost solely on the sexual ispromiscuity at age seven. This is sues, when we forget that there are
another piece of evidence that more important things we should
this country needs a heavy dose be concentrating on.
of 'Sesame Street.'
Even if we look at this from a
Pop songs, movies, television- clearly Christian perspective,adulshows. You name it. The defim- tery does not top off a hierarchy of
tion of a successful lifestyle re- sins: it is no more egregious than
q uires sex, a nd lots of it. I can't any other mortal sin.
recall off hand a single movie
I think the greater injustice is
where the "in-love" couple didn't theattentionbeingdistracted from
end up in the sack.
more important issues. People are
This is the image Hollywood dying. In the streets of Iraq, the
gives us, a nd we swallow the streets of America, everywhere.
w hole thing without much ques- and all wefocuson is the president
tion.
having sex. From what lean gather,
To see the pervasive nature of guns have killed more people than
this Hollywood lifestyle, we need presidential adultery has in the
look no further than the presi- past year.
dent. The most prominent figI am m no way defending the
ure head of this country has been President, but we should re-exammired in sexual scandals, one af- ine what we consider worth our
tertheother,throughouthisterms attention and our energies. Either
of office. But the attention given we put sex into perspecti veand get
to his infidelities has gotten out
it off center-stage, or you can look
of control.
forward to listening to your sevenlsthepresidentascum bag for year-old kid "tell you want he
h isexploits? Sure. Should he even wants."

"Why did you elect a prestdent
who did drugs?"
"Is it true that American girls
are easyr
"Why doesn't your country
valuevirginityandwaittoengage
in sex until marriage?"
"Why doesn't Hollywood produce thought-provoking films?'
These are just several questions
proposed to me while traveling in
foreigncountriesoverthepast four
months. I was not only ashamed
with the truth in their inquires,
but unwilling to attempt to defend the unethical decisions we
make as a country, and as indi viduals. Sol give these questions
toyou,intelligentstudentscapable
of answers and solutions. What
I'm looking for, as well as leaders
and citizens around the world, is
an inkling of hope that we stand
for more than our leaders and media represent.
Hollywood influences the
world and how it perceives us. l
saw American fihns dubbed everywheref rom france to Austria,
Germany,England,and the Czech
Republic. Consequently, people
think that Hollywood represents
our value system. Unfortunately,
our presidemseems to be confirming that. How about the affairs of
our nation's leader for starters?
President Clinton's alleged engagements with drugs, adultery,
and sexual harrassment are disap pointedly of greater mterest to
be imp;.ac hed7 Maybe. A person
the ub\i c th a n the Po Je's h b ton
o nnot
usted~m~~per;;:.:~---""E"---::~:-:c=~=~t-;:ca::l-'f.ivtsir to u
mftfll has

Letters to the Editor
Student disturbed by
''Cemetery oftbe
/ntux:.ents''
I am not one of those people
who's going to get into a brawl
with the pro-life activistsoncampus. lam however,astudent. lam
a resident of this Jesuit campus
with an opinion and I am
unintimidated to voice it.
Abortion is a verytouchysubject; you knowthataswellasldo.
We also know that there is a very
strong pro-life activist group
present on campus.
Don't get me wrong, I am not
against the pro-lifers. Hats off to
their determination. I think, however, the group took a step too far
on January 22.
This past week, each student,
faculty member, staff member,
and visitor was forced into dealing with dozens of wooden
crosses, planted as a fake grave
yard torepresentabortedfetuses ...
Oh wait, not to mention the
table set up in the Atrium with
horrific and gory photographs
and plastic models.
Okay,lgetit Thiswholesetup
was to "grab your attention" and
to disturb you into thinking about
abortion.
Frankly, I think it was done in
a very negative way. Nothing
positive camel rom these displays
and more than one student was
disturbed by these demonstrations.
It is one thing to be disturbed
and gain positive results. It's an -

perpetually raised such a stink
about Clinton's mythical integrity,
that I have to conclude we've been
numbed into a disposition of indifference. It's an embarrassment
to see our president and his bed
buddtes face plastered all over international news. Does it strike
anyone else as ironic that at the
same time we ignore Clinton's
immorality, we watch movie after
movie of explicit, cheap sex? Are
movies an accurate representation
ofourlives?Arewecheap? Dowe
not place value in virginity? This
is the image we broadcast worldwide, hence the demeaning questions that overwhelmed me while
abroad.
Even as we influence international opinion, we are doing far
more damage to our own population . Television, films, and radio
besiege our innocent eyes and ears,
teaching usanythingshortof how
to behave or think on moral
grounds. I would like to hear how
you would have answered my interrogators on the subject of
American morals.
I also am askmg you, the John
Carroll population, what values
you see represented in your lives
and the people around you? Reflect on the principles you stand
for and be aware that weare being
labeled as a society with a degenerating value system. After all,
"One who stands for nothing, will
fall for anything"

~

Alumnus suggests
Improvements
to Carroll

Last semester, in my 'Consumer and the Media' class, a studentreadaloudaflyeron women's
roles in society. In this shallow
pers·o n's opinion, the woman
should be at home with the children, takingcareofthehome, and
being readily available for sex. I
feel sorry for the individual that
created this literary junk, for not
having the confidence to express
themselves in person. I also feel
sorry for those who choose toreproducethisclosed-mindedopiniononpaper... lsitapathyforequality or do you have the same spineless views? If this sheet were not
placed on bathroom stall doors
and under the office doors of faculty, there might be some point in
reading what you had to say. But
as it were, you have no credibility,
no spine, and no opinion in my
mind.lchoosetoignorethechild·
ish ness of your efforts. Grow up
and face today.

other thing to be disturbed in a
way that makes you sick to your
stomach and throw off your whole
being.
My point about the demonstrations this past week is that they
went that step too far.
They were inappropriate and
disrespect£ ul to manystudents,faculty,staff ,and visitorsofjohn Carroll University.
While they were supposed to
send a message(perhapseven adisturbing one to "awake" people into
being anti-abortion). It made
people resent the pro-life movement on john Carroll's campus.
If the pro-life group here wants
to exist, t hat's fine. They will receive as much respect from me as
any other group on campus.
They have their own cause with
their own determinations and Irespect that.
The problem that I have is with
them forcing everyone to deal with
the horrors of their cause. This
of ten is accomplished on a level
that goes far beyond the level that
some people may have.
This past weekend showed me
that the pro-life groupdoes not care
about the people on this campus;
they do not respect us or think
about how we could potentially be
affected by such displays. These
people showed no class when they
set up the graveyard or their very
explicit photographs and models
in the Atrium.
It was nothingshortof bad taste.

I am happy to see that Fr. John
Shea, SJ., has restored the crucifix
to john Carroll classrooms. Now
thatwehavethepropersymbols, I
think it would be well to work a
bit on substance. I suggest, therefore, three actions that would
make john Carroll more Catholic:
First, bringthesecretaries'salariesupfrom t heir present dismally
substandard level. Youcan'tteach
others to be just if you yourself are
unjust. ("First cast out the plank
from your own eye, and then you
will see more clearly to cast out
the splinter from your brother's
eye." Matthew 7:5)
Second, reinstate the once required course in Catholic social
teachings, based upon the papal
encyclicals and the 1985 bishops'
pastoral letter on the economy, for
which the university's late president, Fr. Michael Lavelle, SJ., was
a consultant. Such a course would
be especially significant for the Cara Profughi
moral formation of graduates· Class of 1999
from the Boler School of Business.
Third, introduce a required
course on Catholic teaching on
modern war for all ROTC students based upon the American
bishops'pastoralletter"TheChal"Accept that some
lenges of Peace."
Some, inside and outside the
days you're the
university, mighr objeCt vociferpigeon,
and some
ously to one or more of these im·
days you're the
tianves, but 1f Chnsnanity were
meant to be easy, its symbol
statue."
wouldn't be the cross, would it?

Megan VecchiO
Class of 2000

Mtchael Ga llagher
Class of 1952

-

CNfluoteof
tbe Week

-Roger C. Andelsen
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TOP
Twas the season to be jolly, but
now 'tis the season of Golden
Globes and Oscars. Rituals of
grandiose Americana and splendor triumphantly proclaim {irrespective of Japanese car production and revelations regarding
their President's private life.) that
in a world of rapidly changing
constants, film, Hollywood, and
America still rules.
Ma nyrecently releases pictures
have shared a heavy Irish influence. While the smooth-talking,
Martini-sipping, Pierce Brosnan of
007 fame does not conform to
many people's perception of an
archetypal Irishman, that is indeed his nat i·1e Ia nd.
leonardo DiCaprio danced an
Irish jig, as Kate Winslet downed
pints of Irish stout on the Belfastbuilt Titanic. While I'm not proposing he replace Michael Flatley
as the next "Lord of the Dance,"
some of the dancers in these quasiIrish dance spectacles command
the same fame and notoriety as
Many of Hollywood's best.
"Good Will Hun ting"'s gang of
South Boston, Irish, Catholic
friends took nearly as much pride
in their Irishness as they did in
their chronic underachieving
(which incidentally would put
Bart Simpson to shame).
Irish sells: from the Bush mills
and Jameson Irish Whiskey promoted in "Good .Will Hunting,"
and "As Good As It Gets," to nu-

merous brands of Irish coffee, to
great works of fiction such as
Fra nk McCoun's "Angela's Ashes,"
to Hollywood releases like "The
Boxer."
Why the American love affair
with all things Irish?
The Irish were one of the only
early waves of immigrants to arrive on these shores that spoke
English as their first language.
This gave them a head start over
the other races. Their ethic of
"work hard, play hard" not only
won them notoriety and respect
on the railroads, canals, highways
andsyscrapers; but also in the bars
and the boxing ring.
Their indomitable spirit in the
face of adversity helped them to
weather hardshipssuchas English
repression, "The Great Fa mine,"
and the Depression. An ability to
bounce backlaughing,anemphasison family, and solid traditional
values havee won respect the world
over.
During the Middle Ages, Irish
monks committed to parchment
much of the great early Western
literature while the rest of Europe
wallowed in Barbarianism, and
this commitment to learning was
continued to this day by the likes
of W.B. Yeats, Samuel Beckett,
Brian Friel and Seamus Heaney:
Passion for the written word and
scholarship has also won the Irish
accolades, alt hough many
undergrads w hohavestruggled to

come to te rms with "En Attendant
God.Q[," or "Trans lations" may fail
toagree.But maybe it's a little simpler than all that. An Irishman
once said: "When Iopen m ymouth
in America, it opens doors."
I'd like to think that America's
affinity with lrishness is just as
simple as that,· because irrespective of social and financial standing, circumstance or occasion, the
Irish always have time for a smile,
a joke, a song, a laugh -even a
death is often turned into a celebration of the person's life in the
form of a wake.
If they're not pouring in their
renowned food and dri nk, they're
pouring forth opinions, witticisms
and wry commentary. And in an
age when people worry about how
many cars the japanese can produce, and the private life of the
president, isn't the redeeming
polferof a simple smile or laugh a
greiitt h ing?
And did I mention, you have to
open your mouth to drink?
Maybe it'll be a while before
James Bond says, "The name's
O'Shea.' Paddy O"Shea," but don't
be surprised if a film with a few
Irish connections wins an Oscar
this yea r.
Long may the love affair with
all things Irish continue.

Colm Fa ulkner is an exc hange
student at]oh n Car roll Uni versity from Ireland.
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to drop a

class

10. A . M. U PRINTED NEXT TO ITS TIME
ON YOUR SCHEDULE.
9. THE SYLLABUJ SAYS SOMETHING
ABOUT ALLOWING ONLY THREE
UNEXCUSED ABSENCES.
8. NO DRINKING IS INVOLVED.
7. IT'S DURING CROWDED PARKING LOT
HOURS.
6. IT'J 75 MINUTES LONG.
5. YOUR ADVISOR MESSED UP AND PUT
YOU IN "THIRD WORLD QUANTUM
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES."
4. IT MEETS ON FRIDAYS.
1. THE ONLY OTHER PERSON YOU KNEW
IN THE CLASS DROPPED IT.
2. IT DOESN'T HAVE ANY FIELD TRIPS.
1. THERE ARE MORE THAN TWO
REQUIRED TEXT BOOKS.

Advice He sai
''Done lbat"
Dear Been There&: Done That,
My roommate has a significant
other who of!en spends the night
in our room. I recently walked in
on them with their "tops off" and
it made me very uncomfortable.
How should I go about asking for
"tops on" when I'm around7
-Very Disturbed in the Dorms

Careers In lhe Business Seclor
**OvER 50 EMPLOYERS CoMING TO MEET You!**
POSITIONS AFTER GRADUATION
Co-OPS AND INTERNSHIPS

Monday February 9, 1998
7:00pm to 9:00pm, Recplex Intramural Gym
FOR STUDENTS OF ANY MAJOR INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN BUSINESS
PROFESSIONAL ATIIRE - BRING RESUMES

Dear Been There&: Done That,
I have a problem which l've discussed with many people but no
one seems to be able to help me.
My roommate likes to fall asleep
watching the telly. But he falls
asleep before he turns off the television. It thoroughly annoys me
because I'll briefly wake up in the
middle of the night and have to
get out of bed to turn the thing off.
(That's because he sleeps on the
remote, among other things, but
that's a different letter). I've told
him tousethe"sleep'mode,but he
ref uses. I don't know what else to
do. Help me help him.
-crabby in Campion

Dear Crabby,
(BT) Confiscate the remote and
store it urrder you pillow. The next
time you are rudely awakened, the
remote wi II be right at yourfingerlips.
(DT) Retaliate by opening the
wir1dow. When he wakes up shiveringfrom the cold gusts of wind,
hopefully he'llget up to shut it, and
(•f you're lucky) wrno.Ifthe TV on
the way past.

Need some answers?

Write in!
Send to:

carrollnews@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
Sponsored by The Student Career Development Center
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• Sex on Center Stage ...

Take1

•

The other day I heard a boy, sonal affairs can hardly be trusted
"Why did you elect a president
notmorethanseven yearsold, im- with those of our nation. Yet as who did drugs?"
ploring his mother to take him to disgusting and unconscionable as
"Is it true that American girls
see "Spice World." He then broke theaffairsare,theattention we give are easy?"
out into his own rendition of one them is the more grotesque action
"Why doesn't your country
of their songs, singing "Tell me in this whole mess.
value virginity and wait to engage
what you want..."
Face it. Thiscountryisobsessed in sex until marriage?"
"Why doesn't Hollywood proAsfarasican remember, when with sex, and it is the greatest rat! was seven years old, !didn't even ings-boosterof all time w have the duce thought-provokmg films?'
Dear Disturbed,
understand what the Spice Girls most recognized man in the counThesearejustseveralquestions
(BT)Explain to your roommate
'wanted.'.
try doing the most popular action. proposed to me while traveling in
that this situation is awkward for
I stood there and listened to The focus of discussion and energy foreigncountriesoverthepastfour
you, and ask how the two of them
thiskidreciteananthemof sexual is almost solely on the sexual is- months. I was not only ashamed
would feel if YOU hung out topless
promiscuityatageseven. This is sues,whenweforgetthatthereare with the truth in their inquires,
in your room while they were
another piece of evidence that more important things we should but unwilling to attempt to dearound. if this doesn't work, tell
this country needs a heavy dose be concentrating on.
fend the unethical decisions we
them to sleep over at his place next
of 'Sesame Street.'
Even if we look at this from a make as a country, and as indi time.
Pop songs, movies, television· clearly Christian perspective,adul- viduals. So I give these questions
(DT)Such it up- it'snothingyou
shows. You name it. The defini· terydoesnot top off a hierarchy of to you, intelligentstudentscapable
haven't seen before, right? PS.
tion of a successful lifestyle re- sins: it is no more egregious than of answers and solutions. What
What does your roommate look
quires sex, and lots of it. I can't any ot her mortal sin.
I'm looking for, as well as leaders
like?
recall offhand a single movie
I think the greater injustice is and citizens around the world, is
where the "in-love" couple didn't the attention beingdistractedfrom an inkling of hope that we stand
Dear Been There&: Done That,
end up in the sack.
more important issues. People are for more than our leaders and meI am friends with this younger
This is the image Hollywood dying. ln the streets of Iraq, the dia represent.
guy, and it is obvious that he now
gives us, and we swallow the streets of America, everywhere,
Hollywood influences the
likesmeinadifferentway.ldonot
whole thing without much ques- and all we focus on is the president world and how it perceives us. I
Eeelthesamewayabouthim. How
tion.
having sex. From whaticangather, saw American films dubbed evdo I stop this before he tells me
To see the pervasive nature of guns have killed more people than erywhere from France to Austria,
how he really feels? I know that if
this Hollywood lifestyle, we need presidential adultery has in the Germany, England, and the Czech
he does, things will be awkward
look no further than the presi- past year.
Republic. Consequently, people
between us and our friendship
dent. The most prominent figlam in no way defending the think that Hollywood represents
will never be the same. What do I
urehead of this country has been President, but we should re-exam- our value system. Unfortunately,
do?
mired in sexual scandals, one af- ine what we consider worth our our president seems to beconfirm-Anxious
tertheother,throughour his terms attention and our energies. Either ing that How about the affairs of
of office. But the attention given we put sex into perspective and get our nation's leaderfor starters?
Dear Anxious,
to his infidelities has gotten out it off center-stage, or you can look
President Clinton's alleged en(BT) Clearly define the boundof control.
forward to listening to your seven- gagements with drugs, adultery,
anesofyourrelationshipwithhim.
lsthepresidentascum bag for year-old kid "tell you want he and sexual harrassment are disExpressto him how much you value
his exploits? Sure. Should he even wants."
appointedly of greate r imerest to
th e fri e nd ship, a n d th a t you
beimppched)Maybe. A rson
the ubl ic thanth e Pope's htston
woutdn·r wzmr ns osmg t . 1-..;;;;.;od;.fn,:::n;:,:o;t ar.:.,~
us:!;t~tinil5s~per-Z:
:::-----:--""""'::'FA::"J~~r.;:;:;;-+.ca~1'.:;
VISr.r,t:t,;to Cubii.
e m Ia has
Bring it up before hisfeelings escalau a 1!1 further.
(DT) Don't worry about it.
Alumnus suggests

Throw him out with yesterday's
tra sh!

Fair
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or
drop off at CN office by

6pm on Sunday

Letters to the Editor
Student disturbed l7y
"Cemetery ofthe
Innocents''

I am not one of those people
who's going to get into a brawl
with the pro-lifeactivistson campus. lam however,astudent. lam
a resident of this Jesuit campus
with an opinion and I am
un intimidated to voice it.
Abortion is a verytouchysubject; you know thataswellasldo.
We also know that there is a very
strong pro-life activist group
present on campus.
Don't get me wrong, I am not
against the pro-lifers. Hats off to
their determination. I think, however, the group took a step too far
on january 22.
This past week, each student,
faculty member, staff member,
and visitor was forced into dealing with dozens of wooden
crosses, planted as a fake grave
yard to represent aborted fetuses ...
Oh wait, not to mention the
table set up in the Atrium with
horrific and gory photographs
and plastic models.
Okay,lgetit. Thiswholesetup
was to "grab your attention" and
todisturbyou intothinkingaboUI
abortion.
Frankly, I think it was done in
a very negauve way. Nothing
positivecamef rom these displays
and more than one student was
disturbed by these demonstrations.
It is one thing to be disturbed
and gain positive results. It's an-

improoemenls
to Carroll

other thing to be disturbed in a
way that makes you sick to your
stomach and throw off your whole
being.
My point about the demonstrations this past week is that they
went that step too far.
They were inappropriate and
disrespectful tomanystudents,faculty,staff,and visitorsofjohnCarroll University.
While they were supposed to
send a message(perhapsevenadisturbing one to "awake" people into
being anti -abortion). It made
people resent the pro-life movement on John Carroll's campus.
If the pro-life group here wants
to exist, that's fine. They will receive as much respect from me as
any other group on campus.
They have their own cause with
their own determinations and Irespect that.
The problem that I have is with
them forcing everyone to deal with
the horrors of their cause. This
of ten is accomplished on a level
that goes far beyond the level that
some people may have.
This past weekend showed me
that thepro-lifegroupdoes not care
about the people on this campus;
they do not respect us or think
about how we could potentially be
affected by such displays. These
people showed no class when they
set up the graveyard or their very
explicit photographs and models
in the Atrium.
It was nothingshortof bad taste.

lam happy to see that Fr. john
Shea, SJ., has restored the crucifix
to john Carroll classrooms. Now
thatwehavethepropersymbols,l
think it would be well to work a
bit on substance. I suggest, therefore, three actions that would
make john Carroll more Catholic:
First, bring the secretaries' salaries up from their present d ism aII y
substandard level. You can't teach
others to be just if you yourself are
unjust. ("First cast out the plank
from your own eye, and then you
will see more clearly to cast out
the splinter from your brother's
eye." Matthew 7:5)
Second, reinstate the once required course in Catholic social
teachings, based upon the papal
encyclicals and the 1985 bishops'
pastoral letter on the economy, for
which the university's late president, Fr. Michael Lavelle, SJ., was
a consultant. Such a course would
be especially significant for the
moral formation of graduates
from the Boler School of Business.
Third, introduce a required
course on Catholic teaching on
modern war for all ROTC students based upon the American
bishops' pastoral Letter"TheChallenges of Peace."
Some, inside and outs•de the
university, might object vociferously to one or more of these imtiatives, but tf Christianity were
meant to be easy, its symbol
wouldn't be the cross, would it7

Megan Vecchio
Class of 2000

Michae l Gallagher
Class of 1952

perpetually raised such a stink
aboutClimons mythical integrity,
that I have to conclude we've been
numbed into a disposition of indifference. It's an embarrassment
to see our president and his bed
buddies face plastered all over international news. Does it strike
anyone else as ironic that at the
same time we ignore Clinton 's
immorality, we watch movie after
movie of explicit, cheap sex? Are
movies an ace urate representation
of our lives? Are we cheap? Do we
not place value in virginity? This
is the image we broadcast worldwide, hence the demeaning questions that overwhelmed me while
abroad .
Even as we influence international opinion, we are domg far
more damage to our own population. Television, films, and radio
besiegeourinnocemeyesandears,
teaching usanythingshon of how
to behave or think on moral
grounds. 1would like to hear how
you would have answered my interrogators on the subject of
American morals.
I also am askmg you, the john
Carroll population, what values
you see represented in your lives
and the people around you? Reflect on the principles you stand
for and be aware that weare being
Labeled as a society with a degenerating value system. After all,
"One who stands for nothing, will
fall for anyth ing.·

~

A U10tlllm'S pltla ts
where?
Last semester, in my "Consumer and the Media' class, a studentreadalouda flyer on women's
roles in society. In this shallow
pers'o n's opinion, the woman
should be at home with the children, taking care of the home, and
being readtly available for sex. I
feel sorry for the individual that
created this literary junk, for not
having the confidence to express
themselves in person. l also feel
sorry for those who choose to reproducethisclosed-mindedopinion on paper.. lsitapathyforequality or do you have the same spineless views? If this sheet were not
placed on bathroom stall doors
and underthe office doors of faculty, there might be some point in
reading what you had to say. But
as it were, you have no credibility,
no spine, and no opimon in my
mind. Ichoosetoignorethechildishness of your efforts. Grow up
and face today.
Cara Profughi
Class of 1999

CNfluoteof
lbe Week
"Accept that some
days you're the
pigeon, and some
days you're the
statue."
- Roger C. Andetsen

-
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HELP WANTED
Farmers Insurance &
Financial Services has two
openings for PT marketing
assistants.
Afternoon,
evening and weekend hours
are available. $7/hour plus
bonus. Should have people,
__ communication & computer
skills. Green & Mayfield
office. Call 291-5415.
The office of admission is
currently
seeking
enthusiastic
freshmen
through seniors to volunteer
as tour guides, class hosts,
lunch hosts, and overnight
hosts. Please call Jane at
397- 1715 and leave a
message.
Free T-shirt + $1000. Credit
Card fund raisers for
fraternities, sororities &
groups.
Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application.
Call1 -800-932-0528ext.65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHlRT.
Earn $750 - $1500/week .
Raise all the money your
student group needs by
sponsoring
a
VISA
Fund raiser on your campus.
No investment & very little
time needed. There's no
obligation, so why not call
for information today. Call
1-800-323-8454 ext. 95.

SIT I ERS NEEDED
Babysitter for 3 great kids,
ages 3, 5 & 7. Our home,
walking distance from JCU.
Mondays and Wednesdays,
2PM- 6PM, firm. Call Chris
381-7584.

Nannies needed now. Fulltime and part-time positions
available. Work around your
school schedule. Need: own
transportation, 2 1/2 plus
years experience working
with
children ,
great
references. Call Always
Tender Care, Inc. 440-5430336.
Great Place for the right
female. Furnished coach
house - can walk to JCU.
Free room and board for
minimal care of small teeq
daughter in wheelchair. Have
had four special JCU girls in
past years. Call 921-1818.

FOR RENT

for more information.
Best Hotels, lowest prices.
All Springbreak locations.
Florida, Cancun, etc. from
$89, register your group or
be our Campus Rep. Intercampus programs 800-3276013 www.icpt.com.
Free cash grants! College.
Scholarships. Businesses.
Medical bills. Never repay.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
ext. G-15365.
Don't forget to take your
vitamins today! " Spray
vitamins". For information
call: Bill Reid 232-2430.
Roommate wanted: Male or
female to share 3 bdrm. house
in Beachwood. Will consider
pets. Furnished. $450month
includes utilites, available
immediately. Call Chris at
514-7018 (evenings).

aelfoear

46 Blake of

survivor
23 Wreck
25 Baby doll's

jazz
50 Old British

coin
55 Bungl.e
the Job
56 MP s quarry
57 Dumbstruc:k

58 I love,
toLivy
59 Blackthorn fiuit
60 Himalayan
beast
61 ''-Boot"

DOWN

I Labyrinth

course

2 Lotion
additive
3Tubular
pasta
4 Disunions
5 Mocorists.

orx.

6 Uofavorable
7 Skillful
8 Brave
9Raw rocks
lOHow, in
Heidc.lbcrg
II W'teldcd

com.metU

26'JYpical
DeMille mm
27 Secretary,
e.g.
28 Become
informed
(of)
29 Malarial
ll)'ltlptom

30 Singer Lisa
31 Cleo's
waterway
35 Mediter-

ranean
aristocrat
38 Disturb
40ACqty.
42 Oft-bracketcd word
45 It's there in
bliiCic and
white
47 Rosary
component
48 Coolcboolc
author

49 Piccadilly
50

Sprung"
51 Piercing
tool
52 Card game
53 Have bills
S4Damp

tbeeod
41Picture
~uzzle
43 kedaddled
44 Smyrna,
e.g.

17 Feathery
accessory
19 Subtraclion result:
abbr.
22 Flood

011

A Liml>

the baton

~
pnng-

PERSONAlS

J - thanks for all of the stuff
Valentine gifts - give a gift you taught us this week!
your Valentine will love! -C&N
100% guaranteed sterling
silver rings, chains, earrings, Jeni - good luck at dental
bracelets, etc. Wholesale school. -Kelly
prices. Call 925 collection
(we're alumni) at 382-8354
for no-obligation on campus
by
showing. Don't dissapoint
Gary
your Valentine and call toda~

Ottt

Kokervas

-

ACROSS
1 Peace,
to Pablo
4 Put in&o
words
8 UlulaiC
12 Ring king
13 Race driver
Yarborough
14 One of tbc
Greats
15Younpter
16 1973
Cher bit
18 Spyri
beroiDe
20 Additionally
21 "-It
Romantic'r'
24 Inlellded
28Henry
Hudson's
ship
32 Headlaod
33 Self
34 "Socratc"
composer
36"-forthc
million ••
37 Heifetz's
teacher
39Hemay
find him-

University Heights house for
rent, newly remodled, two
bedrooms, plus den.
Appliances,
garage,
hardwood floors, central air,
easy walk to JCU. $750 I
month216-397-3300. Leave
Great haircuts customized by
message.
Heidi
at
Rosalina 's
Hairdresser's (Fairmont
Beautiful
Show JCU I.D.,
duplex at
ava il abl e imm edi ately:
bedrooms; 1 1/2 bath, garage
parking, washer/dryer, newly
remodeled
kitchen, '88 Mercury Topaz, needs
hardwood floors . $925/ some work but good for local
month. Call 486-2291 or transportation. Asking only
$500. Call 381-4789.
371-4144.

MISCELI..ANEOUS
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OassifHld ads COSI $3.00 for the ftrst ten words and $.20 for each additional word. To place a
classitioo ad, it musr he typed or handwrinen dearly and legibly and sent to or~ off·~!_~
Carroll New offtee wilb payment. Oassifled ads wiU 001 run without pre-payment. Oassif...._,
will not be Lll:.en over the pnone. 1lle deadline for dassified ads is noon of the Monday prior tc
pub) ication.

For AD Rates aad lufomaalluo

Business: (216) 397-4398
Fax I Data: (216) 39'7-1729
General Info: (216) 397-1711

Mall to us at:
1lle Carroll News
20700 North Pari<. Boulevard
University Heights, OH 44118

E-mail to the CN at:

"I see a very clever scam
that will be named after
you ."

"We have to be real quiet.
I'm taking my nap.•

"Two words of advice:
Dump him."

